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114TRODUCTION

,The concept of police didcretion and, the issues surrounding this
law enforcement decisionmaking process have been eht subject of
continuing debate and concern. The controversy hasAnvolved
legiSlative bodies and the community as well as the components of
the.criminal justice 34stem. At the most basic level of law en-
forbement, each police officer must exercise disrretion.in his
dayi-toffy -raetivities 7-e- and in doing go oust reconcile his oath

of office and the statutory requirements of full enforcement with
_.the realization that full enforcement is not'attaimehle.

Foremost. anon the reasons why full erkforcement.is not attAinable
is -the-availability of limited resources for law enforcement.
Other contributing factors include the enactment of laws by legis-
lative bodies not fully cognizant of their enforceability by po-
lice, the judicial interpretation of the formality, of the law
rather than the reality of the law, and the community's percep-
tion of ordto maintenance and law enforcement,

Without thp benefit of guidelines to, structure discretion, the
police officer actually formulates policy as he reacts to indi-
vidual incidents based on his perception of the realities, his ex-
perience with the ralitie4, and his individual moral code. This

individualized interpretation has historically placed law enforce-
ment in the defensive position of having to react to complaints of
discriminatory law enforcement-that have resulted in an under-
mining of public attitudes toward the police as well a i6luenc-
ing judicial rulings regarding police actions.

In 1973, recognizing the need for policy guidelines, the National
Advisory Commission on -Criminal Justice Goals and Standards recom-
mended that every police agency establish guidelines for.police
discretion. That same year the American Bar Association and the
International Association of Chiefs of Police approved Standards

--I.-Relating to the Urban Police Function that also recommended the
development of guidelines for police discretion. The published
standards of both groups identify potential benefits that would
derive from established policies, such as. the resultant uniforlh
enforcement policy, improved productivity; and a better understanding
by courts, legislative bodies, .and the community of the nature of
police operations. These published standards are presented in the
Appendix to this biblio.graPhY.



This bibliography was compiled with two goals: First, to pro d
the police administrator and the police officer with an overview
of the issues involved in the development of guidelines for police
discretion and a discussion of the options available; and second,
to demonstrate the. deed /dr continuing dialog and interaction be
tween those groups most concerned with the subject,-- lawmakers,
law enforcers, and the community.

The. books, documents, and journal articles in this bibliography
were-seleeted-froM the data base of the nationai'CtiAlftel Justice
Reference Service with a view toward presenting a-cross sbction:
of the available literature. The entries are organized int-o.three
main categories:

Overview.-- General information on the nature of police
discret4on, discussion of the need:for structuring police
discretion, and selected programs that provide police wieh
formal structuring fnr discretionary geEnTrErd.

Sanctions -- Restraints on aiscretionary,actions, both ex-
ternal and- internal

A. ConstitutiOnal issues and legal sanctions
B. Policies and procedures.

Operational Discretion -- The exercise of discretionary in-
itiatives and the options available to the individual po-
lice officer.

Within each section the entr
name. Information about how
found on the following page.

are alphabetized by author's sur-
obtain the documents cited may be

vi



HOW TO OBTAIN THESE DOCUMENTS

All of the documents in this bibliography are included in the'col
leCtion of the National Criminal Justice Reference Service. The
NCJRS Reading Room (Suite 400, 1015 20th Street, N4W., Washington,
D.C.) 1.s open to'the public from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. ,All of the

. doCuments cited are also available in, at least one of the following
three Ways: /l.

/-'C

Permanent, Personal Co iesJrom Publishers' and:Other Source
Thapublieher or availability source of each document is in-
dicated in the bibliographic citation, and the names and
dresses of the sources are listed by entry number in the.Ar-
pendix. NCJRS cannot guarantee that all doCuments will (re-
main available, but researchers preferring to acquire their
OM personal copies of the cited documents should contact
the source indicated.

Free _Microfiche from NCJRS
When the word MICROFICHE' appears in the citation, a free
crofiche is available frown NCJRS. Microfiche is a 4 x 6
inch sheet of film that contains the reduced images of up
to 98 pages of text. 'Since the image is reduced 24 times, a
microfiche-reader is essential to read, microfiche documents.
Microfiche readers are available at most public and academic
libraries. Requests for free microfiche should include the
identifying NCJ numbers and be addressed to

NCJRS Microfiche Program
box 6000
Rockville, Maryland 20850

Ill1122KIEtianfromH_NC-TRS
All documents cited may be borrowed from NCJRS through your
public, acadenilc, or organization library. Document loans
are not made directly to individuals. A maximum of 5 docu-
ments may be borrowed at one time for a period of 30 days.
Each document must be requested on a separate Interlibrary
Loan Form addressed to

NCJRS Document Loan Program
Box 6000
Rockville, Maryland 20850
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P. Criminal JuStice -- Readings. Pacific Palisades
air Publishing Company, 1972. 378 p:

J

, .

This book presen tsspetts of the entire enforcement system with em.a
phasic; on police. The readings are grouped in seven subject area'
sections -- police role, police-selection and retention; profession-
alisation, academic progress in law enforcement, police discretitin,-'
critical issues4n criminal justice, and community relations. The
rItluirement,for improvement of personnel capabilities and.the means
,to that'end are central in most of the, papers. Many of the papets
provide charted data and .references.

California,
(NCJ 01772),

T. Discretionary Justice And the Black'Offen er. In Owen, 9. Ed.,
Blacks and Criminal Justice. Lexington, Mass_ usetts, D.C. Neath-
and Company, 1977. (NCJ 43094)

Misreport discusses the:mechanics through, which discretiohary powers
are examined. Light is shed on the partial treatment-of the minority
offender. The minority offender has been at se distinct disadvantage
under the' existsece of discretionary decisionmakinilsws. The atti-
tudes, value system, characteristics of the person with the authority
to exercise discretion,' and the lack of guidelineS or -rules for review
ing decisions have contributed to this disparity. Discretionary powers
in the administration of justice have been found to be particularly op-
pressive to blacks. Pour areas in which discretionary power is often
abused are highlighted: police{ prosecution, the American jury syti
ten, and judicial sentencing. Policeproeeduree in black communities
have been found to differ from those in white communities. Objectives
in law enforcement in most communities are often those of the dominant
white culture, and there is a need to increase police sensitivity to
the interests and needs of minorities. Ideally, the individual patrol-
man should be governed -strictly by administrative rules, wIth the dis-
cretionary power reserved for top level police personnel. The prose-
cutor's decision on whether or not to prosecute individuals is based
on his own judgment and is thus often influenced by subjective cri-
teria: the offendsr's economic background, speech manner; the
nature of the crime; and public sentiment', among others. The GerMan
criminal justice system, where)the prosecutor possesses no discretion-
ary powers, serves as a guide for assuring equal treatment. Since a
large number of jurisdictions-choose prospective jurors: ftom voter re-
gistration polls, where blacks, other minorities, and the poor are
not registered in as_peat a number as whites or middle- and upper-
income groups, minority and poor offhnders are ofteh grossly under'-
represented on juries in the United States. These juries often har-
bor hostile feelings' toward the minority offender, whose background
they do not understand. 4 suggested solution lies in restructuring
the jury. system so that minority communities and black populations
in the South are proportionately represented. Since there afeno set
gUidelines to arrive at standards for sentencing, it depends largely



,.an the ledge's o rn .belief- biases; $0401 coded are cited which r:
provide for prasentending.investigations and which limit judicial,.

Aiscreti TheOnle-on. -fer controlled discretion: lies in admin7
istrative Oilea set by the police, departmeuts,- ptesecutoreofficeso
and courts i since, legislative intervention seems unlikely: Tiese
retorts remain, nonethelesa, "band -aid" Soletions. A bibliography
is included.

Santa clam Count -7 Pre-PellimmtlIt2LtmljnialesL::
Re ote for Jul 1972 Octobei'l '197 October-

972 7 December 34_19W21 and Januarill-_19737?,
Sen-jeee,-Celifornia, San i Clara t-COanty Juvetille-Prebitien-Vetrt7'-'

cent, 197'3. 183 p. s ,MICROFICHE (NW 14261),

These reports concern a projecedesigned -to assist-12,county,lawen7
forcement jurisdictions to expand and improve services to jfteniles
in place of referral to the Juvenile Probation Department. The re-
ports include overviews -of the 12 lee enforcement programs submitted
by the project consultants.- Project elements included training of
poiice officers in a knowledge of community agencies that serve luven
ilea, referral procedures, and short-term counselinof youth and
their families. The project report further includes a research pi07
cedure for monitoring the implementation and effects of the program.
Statistics considered relevant to measuring the effects, of the di- '

version - project are included in the appendixes. .

BOTTOMLEY, A. K. Decisions in the Panel Process. South Hackensack, New
(NCj 13196)

This book examines the use of discretion in various stages of the
criminal justice systems in England and the United States. -The penal
proqess in any country can best be understood not only by looking at
its &ormal structure and legal basis, but by -closely examining the
various pressureseand conAtraints which influence the- actual .opera-
tion ofvthe process. In an attempt to provide a framework for un7
derstanding the penal process, this book focuses attention on
decisions which are taken at different stages of the process. Con-
siderable attention is given to the relationohip-between criminal
statistics and social attitudes, with comments on tihe impact that
discretion in reporting and recording crimes has on the meaning and -7
validity of statistics. Police decisionmaktng in law enforcement is
discussed, focusing on the need 'for police. discretion in making ar-
rests and the extent and variations in the type of dispositions made
by police at this stage of the penal process4 Highlights are given
of the decisionmaking process in the court and correctional systems,
beginning with the granting of bail, through sentencing an offender
to prison or probation, to determining the date of Kman's release
from prison en parole. The fundamental themes of is work, which
incorporate data from the American and English criminal justice

Jersey, Fred B. Rothman, 1973. 269.p.

4



s'itaesfr'include the nature and extent. of the exercise of discretion
in criminal justice, the ambiguity of penal ob jec tives and the avail-
aril ty of information which).inf luences decisioranaking.

CAIN M- E. Soc letyAqLI:ILF'oliA11an s Role. London, England, Rodtledge
arid icegan Paul Ltd. , 1973. 324, D. (N CJ 110439)

This book ts- a sociological study of police origanizettion and behavior
irvErs gland, explaining police behavior Ira terrns of role. preseates and
define itions. The study is based on research of a-leant literature,

ioansire ,interviews with policemem and their wives, and .partiei-
PAnt observation of both urban and rural forces. The csrganiZat ion
arid functions of sample forces are cut lined, and a description of the
beat policeman's job in rural and city police worlo i. is presented. Cis
triter dependent relationships with the cortinuriity, his wife and fami ly,
genial' off icers and col leagues are analyzed. Two ehief 'genera ilia-
tf-ons may be made. Strong ties of 'mutual dependence (both vertically
arm horizontally) and evidence of insular attitudes showed the city
poblic de to be largely autonomous in their role definition. The con--
vmrse was found to be true of the riira .1 police, who were much tune de--
Pendent upon the community, socially as well as professionally. The
ocon.xl generalization deals with the nature of the police role. The
ur brtrw role, mainly de tined fro within the f orce, was one of "thief-
taking," that is, criminal apprehension. The rural rule-, defined
ch lef Jy by the public , was one of "peace-lteePirig." rThe irfr li catioras
of these f indirigs in future po lice organt zat ion and management ere

by the author. wilisNeg a trend toward a more autonomous,.
mo re ent&al ty ro -1 p4) Eight pages of ref erences are
in tiuded. -:v

7e Diver iu

rc

.161rieniis31 t2f f ,,ndtrs E_ a6lew.00d k.114187Nettiveiteeyer:
(NC-.1 31751)

Sone.lif 11.-1,-,11

ii, 4,, .,I1, L I,- _i .:t. , 1,. A.. it 01 du'ji issues ata diversion
de lii_tions and wen ho label lug of jove,liles, police discretion,
di Ner9s1onary programs aild evalia tioa of the of fee ts of diversion.
Thy s -lect ions presented in this text range from government reports
to uu,_-_,Iologi cal studies. A background on juvenile di version is pro=

'vi sled la the first sectioa, which incluides selections from the Report
of th.-_--, ,President's Commission on law Ertforeerflent and the Admillistra-
ticmi oaf Justice and the Task Force Report on Juvenile Delinquency.

cing the issues cousi tiered in the second section are the organiza-
ticiaat building ,Ap of sti goLvitizing labels and percept ioris of stigma
fallow, log public lute& verition for de Unguent behav or. The need fo t
guldeA Ines in police discretion acrd the effect of -ventle detention
are al a considered. Such diversionary programs as t rsditional law
enforcement diveraloo_ a plice-operated diversion program, and the
Yooth Service Bureau a ke des crt be 4. Re search and eve lua tion of ja-
verwile diversion are discussed in the f inal five selections.



Ed. Criminal .lust
admit. rth Publ ishinE C4ornP

Belmont California,
CJ 25794)

This collection of articl es emphasizes the relationship between 10w
.and politics within the context of the administriitive facet of the
crininal justice waters. Of particular importance is th, assumption
that criminal jVstice is achieved through bargains or exchange re-
lationships arrived at amohy- arti cipant s in the process and ifs inn.,p

.enced by politics, adminiStrat ve needs, and the community environment.
To speak of the judicial prone s as a system with clearly defined goals
may be misleading; rather, tiller e- a re many subunits , each with its owrt
igoais and often having little I ikenes s to the need of society f or se-
curity- and justice. Each of the part s i s devoted to an examination of
o specific subunit of the criminal justice system. It is thus possible
to consider the treatment of de fendents, the organizational context o f
decisionnaking, and the influence of politics at each step from the'
valise through judicial deferral rat ion of guilt or innocence. The
cif Lc subunits under examination are pol ice, prosecution, defense
attorneys , and courts.

Pont. ics a r),1 1.11c Ad.141

forni , -Sag e Pub 1 c at i ons ,

this 15 a ,;r IL iyoc or

n

Justice. Beverly Hills, ca 3.-
234 p. (NCJ 11414)

&AI of coal jll 511, ice _y ern based on the assi.imp-
t ion that the judlci al pr,,,ces s Is a subsystem of the larger political
a lid economic sysi o alid that eux-181 dere-lac:Ms. are a factor in decision-
maki ng. The vi ew that thc Latina], just Ice system is an of fi dent
nRch ca 1, .ortsitent process of dispensing justice to individuals

e protecting and prese Ivi rig social order and normative va lues is
at: iig to the author. Police, prosecutors, defense

counsel, and judges, to ger her with community attitudes and the econ-
°cc,: arid la 1 power of defy~ .!dent , are considered to interact in a

comp le I iice ri,1 Ay that -varies with each person's encounter
oilna 1 Insti c.a .y.h tern. The principal personnel of the

crirn Aria 1 justi. c ysts.?, po lice, prosecutors, defense counsel, and
c he per 6p-ea ve of the socioeconomic con-

at 1_Liak:tu d t hem CC, their roles. The adranis
ILidg&a are e xanalled
d iti dont o, [ha, alay flea v*-1
t rat lye , ,,01 It, tar. and soda 1 rata eus that affect the decisionmaking
of ttiese peroof-trie 1 e _,caralne d. Interpersonal interchanges t hat
take pl ate behl r,d the scenes of the formal criminal justice system,
such as plea bargaining, are aria lyzed and the pros and cons discussed.It i rronrnended thata Incite consistent treatment of defendandants would
be enhanced try int_Ireasing the adversary context of the criminal just
tine price ss_ Emptiais o,, pr,ife sal ona- 1 norms, strengthening the
appeal to Lea a.,d r tel iuicentive to defense counsel are s ug-
gested as ways d th is. This book pur ports to bring a
actual dy,,,ani r. at w.,rk /.1L t tie criminal justice process and thus
pE uvi (Ls a II lop.. 1t Lis tok mai Jun f ram whist, to discuss reform]
consi de c.r_



CIRSSFY, n.R. , Ed. Crime and Criminal Justice. Chicago, Quadrangle Books,

1 971 298 p. (NC.3 31963)

this bock is lection of 21 articles dealing with such sub jects

a 8 t110 Inatijre,arid extent of the crime problem, the effects of recent ,

laws on cr im nal justice, criminal justice operations', and criminal

tust tee ref ris. Among the sPec fir topics covered in this anthology

ate the of f cYq of business. and government corruption, a historical

review Of growth of police legal limitations, and the effects of
laws pr yt. ti ng /the rights of the offender. Also discussed are the

natute.' c col lc = .

the operations of the Supreme Ccaurt, the

prfspy fl e, and use ..6f experimental techniques such as woi

_ Ought mole playing, and drug rehabilitation programs. A final

sectllort is devoted to proposals for improving various elements of

the criminal jus tice system without damaging the social order or the

c ivi II. liherti es of ci tiz ens. ,

' riAvas K. C. ndsc rot lonar-y Justice A Preliminary Inquiry_t Baton Rouge,

Louislia Lovislarsa state University Press, 1969, 245 p.

(NCJ 10748)

1:11 I a Steady te trte aromas of discretionary justice that are be-

yond the reac f both judicial review and trial-type hearings. The

author c,ntencls that our system of statutes and judge -made law is
overdeveloped and that our system of administrative justice, police
lust ice and pro Sec ut tice 1g underdeveloped. Concrete propos-
a is for re forrriirng our ay stem of discretionary justice are advanced,

and the group dwo rk to x f urther empirical and philosophical studies

a re It is recornme nded that unnecessary discretionary power be
e li,nfnace,i t hat better ways to confine, structure, and check nec-

essary C115 -re tick Liar y pow er be found. The author develops a theory of
tnaelLY action appl s it to concrete subjects, suck as

r d merger ,learauces, selective enforcement and
p 4)11 4--;Ylair 444 Liyul"p'1,1 I e, v1 cl foi4s from public -housing, sentencing by

'taigas, or oct tr,= s u f rn U. ti. Pa r,Jle Board, and antitrust guidelines.

1.4

pally 1975- 11,8 p.
ran. I, td1nhe6otd West aYaliag hone

NCJ 25454)

it L. ,,f 11_4:4,4 r 1Jday CtiruKLerneilL practices, the
stothcPt rouod -ha 4 p u1 ice f.. Isely pretend to enforce all criminal law
because that 16 edia t they believe the law requires them to do. Ap-
p roxi InsLely i(10 Chi cago pwl ice at all levels were interviewed for
this stiady Fa,,11 o t the top HO( officers (the superintendent and

depur-Y supe,i rue ode tas) separately confirmed all facts. The auihoi
conteqs that police ci:alLinot folly enforce all criminal law for sev-
erat-Keoris, -tp the frequent legislative intent with respect
tca:spect fie c t lthfna 1 s3tg rut and the usual appropriation of only

enough Fur dr 4._-)4111 11,1 if to two thirds of full enforcement. He



argues that false pretense prevents -open selective enforcement policy,
prevents special studies of enforcement policy, prevents enlistment
of public - participation in policymaking, and discourages the police
from coordinating their enforcement policy with the policy of prose-
cutors and judges.. The author maintains that open selective enforce-
ment is legal and should be made part of express police enforcement
policy. His thesis is as follows: (1) that the false pretense should
be terminated, (2) that the selective,enforcement policies should be
open, 43) that top officers should make the overall policies, (4) that
they should use professional staffs for making it, (5) that for much
of it they should use rulemaking procedure of the kind that Federal
administrative agencies customarily use, and (6) that patrolmen should
no longer make overall enforcement policy. Fourteen Separate reasons
for open selective enforcement are summatized. 'Also considered is the
case law on Judicially required administrative rulemaking, along with
various judicial techniques for imposing that requirement. A discus-
sion of the right mix between police rulesand police discretion re-
buts the idea that rules necessarily replace discretion, emphasizes
the utility of rules to reinforce and to guide discretion, and pro-
poses that patrolmen should have discretion to individualize the ap-
plication of enforcement policy that is centrally made. The appendix
contains an account of the interviewing process used in this study.

12. FORCE, R. IJ iiuiinail arit..i of nLeach of the Peace Statutes -- A Nonpenal
Approach to Order Maintenance. Tulane Law Review, v. 46, n. 3:

367-445. February, 1972. (NC./ 05275)

1hiti rtp ,.ntaia. g., t i.,i ,0 tui a formal conceptual separation of

the law as it relate to law entyrcenent and as it relates to keeping
the peace. Breach of peace is a generic term that includes a variety
of offenses. There aie two key elements in an action for breach of
peace it most involve behavior that is public, and it must refer
to behavior that could lead to physical conflict. There is much
ovurlap and duplication of -state and local ordinances regarding
breach f p, act. The aoth,,r states ihat,iu many cases police aiiJ

iatctveoti.0 arc unwarranted. Where initial intervention is
All that is regutc,d or the best that can be done, he states that it,
matter should end there, Where, however, community resources may be
brought to bear on underlying problems, those resources should be
made available outside the context of the criminal law. Criminal
law should be used only in cases of severe harm or repetitive behavior
for which ihe,e is no ()the. immediately available solution. In addi-
tion to pteposiog . civil order maintenance statute, the author also
presents d summary of English and U.S laws dealing with breach of
peace.



13= CFARY l-1.' Community Relations and the Administration of Justice.
.John Wiley and Sons, 1975. 443 p.

- (NCJ 16492)

This hook presents basic concept =a from the fields of history, psycho-
logy, communications skills, law, and sociology which stress under-
standing of human beings and how to operationalize this understanding
In a practical way for police. A historical explanation of the police
role,, a discussion of t rreffects of societal charages on police work,
and an examination of te Offerent rule concepts for police working
with citizens are first prom- ed. Changes that are taking place in
policing are discussed, and sug estions on how to help police cope
with these changes are offered. sychological factors affecting
poliice-community relations, differ ways in which people communicate
with ear other, and some factors such as bias orescapegoating which
interfere with communication are discussed. Police7-press relations
and the difference between public relations and police-community re-
lations are explored as well. Other topics discussed include destruc-
tive police practices, selective and discriminatory enforcement of
-law,s, community control of police, militant organizations and dissi-
dent groups, conflict management, and the impact of police-community
rolattons on the police !Tivstem,

14. OOLDSMIM, 1. and S,

an Oc,_.LiPatiooal SuGculture
Publishers, 1974. 299 p.

Police Community Dimensions of
rat-1U,_ Palisades, California, Palisades

(NCJ 14809)

IL ,11,,Ii,
L ,,..riled aich the occupational, psych-

.)I,grcd1 pAir.,,r1. and 5, IAA dimensions of the police community.
he nolice commonityattnots t, identify and define those distinctive

,ultutal auJ hehavioral patretns that are associated with the occupa-
tional r,le ,Jf the pn11_eman. Authoritarian acting out, intradepart-
eutal .DolAqi.c,aLl,n, ,,,ii the trataJng of recruits by senior patrolmen'

.tire thee ,)t the taLE [:, ,tiaL ac,ordiog to the author S, tend to per-
pet-3i,, tLi, ,oh olt,irll patteirc The concept of the pollee i_umniunity
lici-i hoe,. -,,,,,p-rated int Lolly Jime,ions for the purpos of organizing
the rc-,o_itoles_ Ti , ,,,n,:lti,,..al dimension considers the policeman as
ail I i Illi , his tole a worker. The Teadiugs in this section
,Attempt t, d-Ler how m,mb,tslcip in tt,e police community shapes on-
the -foil hedvi,J/ ylt,i l,,_,w his unique tlt, situation affects the police-
pert. Tie pnYChui Al timeosion refers the existence and nature

,,11,e 1.--r!,0on l i t y L Vile _ Swhe of these readings equate the po-
lice persou,tity with a-thorirarianism, while others portray it as a

re,rotted_ rie p_liti,,11 dimen,,,ion is concerned with t politicall!'r

refl,ction ,t th,-, sucial gcrops from which police are 1 :ly to be

phem,wie,id 11,1cre,L Mru.ip activiLleS, the policeman as an agent or
government, Lhe poliu. _ political ideology, and local community power
over pulik_e activities. Finally, the social dimension readings ex-
Amin, the LLE-ore ,,t- r:L_IL so(i.lizLion from the perspectives of
police 5411 dati .,id [tee levelopment of codes of behavior.



15. HALL, D. J. Role of the Victim in the Prosecution and II) esitionelp'f a

Criminal Case. Vanderbilt Law Review, v. 28, n. 5: 931 -985.

October 1975. (NCJ 34071)

This- article descr and evaluates the ways in which a victim can

influence the course of acriminal case, from investigation and ar-

rest to parole release and clemency. This study focuses on a fre-

quently observed situation: -the police officer or the pirosecutor,

each of whom is given broad discretion in the exercise of his respon-

sibilities, has some evidences of possible criminal involvement but

is unsure of how to proceed with the case, if at all. Given this

can the adamant victim of the crime persuade the policeman

or prosecutor to pursue the arrest or prosecution? If the victim's

wishes are taken into account, do any patterns of dectsionmaking sur-

face actording to the crime involved or the stage at which the influ-

ence is exerted, or related to the victim's status, relationship to

the accused, or the victim's age-, sex, race, or other characteristics?.

In deciding how much weight to accord the victim's desires, what cri-

teria are used? Data for this study were gathered through personal

interviews with participants in the criminal justice system in Nash-

ville, Tennessee (police officers, defense attorneys, prosecuting

attorneys, judges, probation officers, parole board officials, and

members of the Governor's staff). Victim influences on the reporting

of crimes, criminal invastigatios, the decision to arrest, the bail

decision, the decision to prosecute, and postconviction decisions

are aal explored in addition to the existing legal means 9of exerting

influence (forcing prosecution, blocking prosecution, Col6romise

statutes, and Private prosecution). The study confirms that the vic-

tim plays a siknificaot informal role in the prosecution and dispo-

sition of a criminal case. Several general patterns were discern-

ible. Fiat, the viLttal exercises greater control over preliminary

stages of the pro,ess, such as arrest, than later phases, such.-as

senten,ins sod peitOIC secondly, the victim of a- misdemeanor or non-_,,

serious teiouy is bect,L able to effect the dismissal of charges than

the vicLim ut s ii os felony. Thirdly, the desires of a victim,o
seeking vilsoroo prosecution of s serious-crime offender are given

greater considertion than the Jesires of reluctant victims of the

OtleaSeb FuOrthly, the wishes of reluctant victims of nonsei

ions crimes et, more likeiy to be humored than are the desires of

uggtcssive victims or such ,rlues. Lastly, and perhaps most impor-

tantly, the victim's influence over the criminal case depends upon'

the receptivity and ilolleability of the individual with WhoM the

victim Interacts (p,,lice officer, prosecutor, or judge). The commoo

denominator ire all cases was the exercise of dissretin by police,

prosecutors, judges, and correctional offie ls. StliclY recommends-

tious include by officials at all sta. es of the criminal

sass to ascertain and cossider the attitudes of victims; guidelines

for official discietiw written procedures for communicating with

victims prior to or An tig plea negotiations; the discouraging of

the pra,tice of -pioying private prosecutors; and cautious selec=

tioo of poli.e fficers, rosecuttrs, and judges.



INTFRNATIfNA1. ASSOCIATION OF CHIEFS OF POLICE. Ili-ban Police FunCtion

Standards Relating To (Special Reprint Issue). Washington, 1974.

30 p. (NCJ 15546)

This report contains recommendations dealing with a number of
such as the role of police in society, e role of the legal profes-
sion in support41tg the-police, and the relationship between the po-
lice and other components of the system. This reprint of tht stand-
arils relating to Ohe urban police function is published by the joint
ABA-IACP AdvisOry Committee on Implementation. The standards can as-
sist the police official in dealing with numerous administrative and
legal problems that adverse3y affect the delivery of polCce services.
They include specific recommendations for confronting particular prob-
lems present in many police departments; for example,'the appropriate
exercise of police discretion, the role of police employee organiza-
tions, the adequate allocation pf department resources, recruitment
and training, internal disciplinary measures, and the interaction
between citizens and police officers. The standards urge the police,
administrator to identify objectives and priorities of the police
operation. They identify a number of current major responsibilities
which warrant priority consideration in terms of manpower and fiscal

N
appropriations. Numerous recommendations and proposals for specific
action are urged in the standards, many of which can 'he pursued by
the police administrator. The standards provide guidelines for de-
veloping administrative rules and-policies which apply to re police
operation and suggest a course of action for seeking necessary assis--
lance from outside sources to Implement these rules. 0

1/. KOFWT4, R lc ,nd Juvenile Deiinquencv. Caithershur Lary-

la,d, ,irn. tfo,a1 Association of Chiefs of Police, 1971, 271 p.

(Cl: 10507)

. f inist _

L , A1,1 L 6i455 toLL3 for operations,

Cllunges ii. Ail a. v have neeeesitated many innovations in law
enforeePeuL llito atti,ulativ true in the field of juvenile de=
litminenov, wi,te4i,e.t_ supreme Coort decisions have altered police
opetatiutla1 eroccdotet, and placed new restrictions on the police role
with childreh. This heok, a working text on the police role in the
loveoile justl,i sysLeei. 1 a direct result of a research project
undertake by th, LAU' t- hling polie=inVenile operational procedures
into contempofdry perspective. In additipn!to the formulation of pol-

icy Auldellnes tiis work explores the nature and extent of the delin-
quency problem In relation to 00-lel- societal problems, with pertinent
measurements or Lie scope of delinquency. As a result of an extensive
survey of cohte..por,,cy police-juvenile operations across the country
in conlunction with a ,series of regional workshops, the present state
of the art is Levie-ei. The principles and processes of police au=
th,rity dui responsibility a.e also presented along with legal dire,
tives and considerations or the juvenile intake and detention process.



For purposes or,historical reference, a chronological development of
the nationwide police response to juvenile problems over the past cen-
tury is included. Overall administrative and organizational concepts
are proposed in conjunction with suggestions of the police-juvenile
unit. The future role of the police in dealing with the problems of
delinquency, and present police programs in juvenile commuerty rela-
tions, are offered as additional guidelines for operational considera-
tion. An appendix contains suggested curriculum for police training
in juvenile matters, and an extensive bibliography is provided.

18. Mc TYRE, D. M. Impediments to Effective Police-Prosecutor Relationships.
American Criminal _Law Review, v. 13, n. 2: 201-231. Fall 1975.

(NCJ 31659)

The major imp'ed'iments to effective police-prosecutor relationships
are conflicting goals and poor information flow: one effective solu-
tion is to set up a tele,ny review unit that necessitates interagency
cooperation in screening cases prior to charging. Questionnaires
were administered to 247 police and prosecutors attending a confer-
ence on police prosecutor relations. The first section oe this ar-
ticle examines the data on whether prosecutors -and police transmit
advice to each other on joint agency problems. The inquiry reveals
that the two agencies cooperate to a greater or lesser degree, largely
depending on the specific problem involved. The second section covers
the transactions in which police and prosecutors inevitably make con-
tact. It descriLes the likely sources of tensionand friction between
the two dAencies in Settings s,.ch as case screening, police training,
and teial preparation. T'he third section discusses reasons underlying
the conflict and descries Chicago's Felony Review Unit as the panacea
for many of the Impediments to effective interagency cooperation.

Pol

and
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lv Ln 01131t Pf_ilLtisS Polly ioplications. By K. W. Johnson
ler. Lansing, Michigan. 37,p. (NCJ 13216)

Ph di*L.losion or research tUill-ings which deal with

interagency relation, ,ad the police practice-6f diverting citizens to
appropriate supportive agqncies. The initial focus of the analysis
cites the &gree to which the relationship between police officers and
personnel from sappertive-type agencies can be improved by having po-
lice otfi,ers ,,bserve operatipn s in these agencies for a given time
period. In succession. the __tabors offer a descriptive presentation
of divetsiol, practices among policemen being studied and examine in-
teragency relations an important factor in developing diversionary
policy. based un these findings, an alternative model is discussed
which utters f.ture dir..ction for police diversionary policy.



20. MORE, N.W. JR., Ed. Amer en Police _Text and Readings. St. Paul, Minn
rota, West Publishing Company, 1976. 287 p. (NCJ 34668)

.The articlies in this anthology deal with the contemporary police
department a,nd the psychological factors. affecting police behavior.
The text-'bektrIl with' an examination of the history of police, from
the early history of English law enforcement through urbanization and
moderni4ation in the Itnited States. Police function is discussed
from,the-standpoint of organization and distribution, with an empha-,
sis an police response, functions of patrol4offNers, and problems of
smalltowm Police. A section dealing with' "policing society" presents
articles on psychodynamic understanding of polioe and police work,
the police perspective, the citizen perspective, and police discre-
tion. The police personality is discussed, and issues such as mis-
conceptions, values, cynicism, anomie, and overperception Of hostility
are explored. Police behavior is also addressed in discussions of
police culture, attitudes toward communication with the public, po-
lice prejudicepolice deviancy, and militant police officers. Or-

ganizational stress on police officers, job stress on polilce adminis-
trators, and the concept of a consumer oriented police department are
examined In a section related to organizational impact. An appendix
presents a paper entitled "Ethical Standards in TLaw Enforcement,"
prepared by the Law Enforcement Association on Professional Standards,
Education, and Ethical Practice. An index is provided.

21* mYRKN, K. A. he,c_flicoltho(1, ,.. =,..1 {_ 1Leu Participation in Criminal Justice
Systems Public Administlati,n Revi_ew, v. 32, Special Issue: 718-735.
October 1972. (NJ 07550)

'his Aili- lo.pa,t of deLeatralization and citizen in
volvement on law enfor,eme,it practices and on the ctkurts and correc-
tions. It 1_ OIC police ,omponent that most.of the decentraliza-
tion el,IA ti_en par(ikApation action has been found. Irhis is prob-

ably attii1 L, the fact that police action is painfully obvious
to the reside oeighbokhood and its impact felt immediately and

yuvernmen tal subsystem manned by persons with-
out sPeci..i p,eser,ic_ -duc.ation, which makes the ordinary citizen
believe that he 15 qualified to comment on and participate in police
operati,_,ns. lh,.t tido:Jens at the folice level determines to a large

extent what *he h,tance of the criminal justice system can do. The

prirmarf. 6uC, ii,M Liu t. of ,
from ordinary citizens is done by

policemen. Police .,fflcers determine, in one way or another, the li

its of community tit their exercise of discretion as to how
limited resource. for entok(,e,lent aLe to be deployed. It is liter-

ally impossible f,,r them to enfor._e all of the law all of the time.
Only those arre.ted try tke oolice can be adju sated by the courts
and rehabilitated b c,tre,.tions.

diie,=tiv. It



22. NIEDERHOFFER, A. and A. S. BLUMBERG. Ambivalent For
the Police. Corte Madera, California, Rinehart Pr

Pers ect ves on
s, 1973. 368 p.

(NCJ 10706)

The police occupation and role is viewed from the perspectives of be-
havioral scientist, journalist, lawyer, historian, and policeman. The
similarities in the way in which police have handled disruptions in
every era are indicated. The book uses a comparative approach in pre-
senting racial, ethnic, and religious differences to account for the
political stance of various police officers. Public and private myths
about the police are explored as well as the psychological impact of
police work. The authors deal with the organizational and institu-

nal- constraints of the police system and the problems of police
professionalization. The sources of the police values of secrecy,
authoritarianism, and defensiveness are examined. The chapter on po-
lice discretion presents the social, organizational, psychological,
and ideological variables operating in the exercise of that discre-
tion. Relations between police and the urban ghetto communities, and
the range of legal issues affecting police work are considered. -c-

ommendations for change are presented.

23. -ELET, L. A. Police and the Community, 2d Ed. Beverly Hills, California,
Glencoe Press, 1977. 665 p. . (NCJ 41195)

This text explores the psychological, sociological, and special con-
siderations which characterize police-community relations and analyzes
the various types of police and community relations programs. First,
the historical background and scope of police-community relations are
reviewed, followed by an analysis of three interrelated fundamental
issues that must be considered in order to gain an understanding of
existing police-,=ommunity relations problems: the police role, police
professionalism, and the discretionary use of police power. An over-
view of some of the more significant psychological considerations in
problems of police-..ommouity relations probes, the pivotal issues
of police self-image, public images of the police, and how these are
eftected by attitudes, beliefs, values, prejudice, and rumor.\ A look
at sociological aspects of contemporary police-community relations
problems focuses on social processes and social control, particularly
in relation to blacks, youth, and the poor. The issue of citizen con-
trol of the police is also highlighted. An analysis of the influence
of special considerations of the relationship between the police and
community ,ovets police-posoutorial-court relatior\s, corrections-
community relations, police-media relations, the politics of polic-
ing, and Lommunity respensibility fcir crime prevention. A discussion
of various problems aimed at improving police-community relations
considers training programs for the police, institutes and metropol-
itan,orgauizations, police-school liaison projects, public relations
and information projects, and miscellaneous other programs. Appended
materials include a 31-page bibliography and a subject index.



24. REISS, A. J. JR. Discretionary Decision Making and Professionalization

of the Police. In Chapman, Samuel C., Ed., Police Patrol Readings,

2d Ed. Springfield, Illinois, Charles C. Thomas, 1970. 5 p.

(NCJ 15159)

Different situations in which a police officer must exercise judg-
ment are reviewed, and the need for professionalism as a basis for

police authority is presented. Professional duties of the police-
man, such as handling physical or verbal abuse; dealing with emer-
gency situations or large numbers of persons; and Controlling those
not directly concerned in an-action, such as familymembers or_erowds
off witnesses, are discusse -d. The author states that the dilemma for
police is to balance in some way traditional moral od qasi-legal
concerns on enforcing the law' and catching criminals with the emer-
ging concerns for civil rights and legal requirements on police
methods. Professionalization of police is seen as a solution to this
prOblem. The police patrolman, in spite-of his position at the low-
est rank in the decisionmaking system, is seen as having the broad-
est potential range of discretion and jurisdiction and therefore of
possibilities of exercising professional judgement. Still, he is
in the most vulnerable, position in the system of laW enforcement
with respect to restriction of his jurisdiction.

25. RUCHELMAN, L. Who Rules
Press, 19/3. 298 _ p.

New York, New York University
(NCJ 11085)

This book iwpa t r police political activism on urban
political environments, with particular emphasis from the perspective
of civil accountability and control. The escalation of conflict and
violence during the past decade has placed an awesome burden upon the
nation's police authorities. The police are the most visible part of
the law enforcement process, a position which places them between "law
and order" groups making itr. aiistic demands, and minorities and dis-
senters otters openly hostile. As a result, the police have organized
on behalf of their own particular needs and interests. DraW'ing

on a range of 17 readings, Dr. Ruchelman examines the implications of
this new police activism, probing the realities of the police officer's
job in the context of community affairs. His.' central interest is in
assessing police behavior from the perspectill of civil accountability
and control. Society's standards for police behavior are analyzed in
readings which discuss the sources of police control: Civilian re-
view, police internal review, the mayor and city council, prosecutors,
and the judiciary. One section explores the special problems involved
in police discretion, as well as the police interface with courts and
prosecutors. Abuse of discretionary power is characterized in the
readings dealing with the Chicago riots during the 1968 Democratic
National Convention, and police corruption in New York City as re-
vealed by the Knapp Commission's investigation. Finally, four arti-
cles delve into the nature of political contention between civil
authority and organised police groups and the impact of the police
on urban pollAiral environments. Three appendixes outline key actians



_ neeriinl3 civil review and accountability, the law and order issue,
and pol co-community relations in three major cities -- New York City,
j'hiladl-pNla, Ad Chicago.

26. SANDERS
Reader,

2/.

DAOISTEL.
k, Praeger Publishers,- -1976. 301 p. (NCJ 34969).1

iminal Justice Process -- A

textbook presents rEicles which provide a sociological
perspective-_ on the application of the law, police encounters with

eas, dec4sionmaking in the adjudicatory ttage, and courtroom
intera(Itions. Through an examination of the basic' social struc-
tures, rules, attitudes, and practices in the criminal justice
process, the editors have attempted to profide the student with an
undeflitoedirlg of the day-to-day processes .that constitute the crim-
inal jugkice system in operation. This anthology first investigates
such topics as police discretion, police roles, and the decision-
making processes involved in arrests, criminal, investigations, and
Juvenile relations. The second set of erpcles in this text ex-

tines the social organization of prosecution and defense, focusing
on how decisions about criminal cases are made and whether such decisions
reflect the intent of the criminal law or some informal normative
systen developed within the legal bureaucra67. In the final section,
"vocal authors investigate the informal rules and formulas which
are used by court personnel` to guide their behavior. Specific aspects
tit ,ori vto,L,ss reviewed in this text include bail setting,

tr,,atlacut ot taPe vi handling of drunk offenders, and sentencing.

i-w ViAlb itty Function -- The Selective
r,lice Law quarterlx, v. 2, n. 3: 35-44.

(NCJ 10508)

1 t, the articulatlun of rationales
,iuct I,L law ent-rcement and a proposal for the

Itt:1- via 1,oi.fty01,Alug, hoa,da to set guidelines. The failure

cuiLl
by police officers has led to ato ct2Lunoi., use or J13,.recion

.,,amber or police operations. A police officer is
(riAied to osc ,elective layr enforcement according to any offi-

cially rt_tco,ot.ed aLandards, anti therefore his decisions are uncer-
c,iin lracousisieut. Usually the reasons given for the refusal
of 1,,11, ,idvitil(ltid(ui,, to acknowledge the use of discretion by
iudivikiten pa(rAmen ar, ail reviewed and discounted. The author
proposeN that a pult,,y aLticvaation and implementation board be
estahlisf,ed boakd would not handle citizen complaints; those
would bc.! rttt- red to internal police review or to the courts.



2R. SCf Ur% W. W. Proposal fcir a Statewide Law Enforcement Administrative
Law Council.. Journal of Police Science and Administration, v. 2,
n. 3:330-338. September 19T4. (NC,1 25015)

,This article advocates the formalization of police policymaking in
a legal sense through the creation of a statewide law enforcement
council in each State, whose adopted rules and policies would have
the,effect of law. The State Law Enforcement Administrative Law
Council envisioned by the author would he empowered to promulgate
rules governing the conduct and behavior of the-police. To guide
their activities and to delineate their discretionary practices, a
Icomprehensive code covering all aspects of law enfordement isen-
visioned. A flexible system, unlike an annually revised statutory
code would result from this administrative law process. Suggested
provisions to be incorporated in a statute creating such a body and
defining its terms are included. The rules adopted by these councils
would not be statutes, but would he statements in aid of statutes
and adjudicated law. However, under tlis proposal these rules:have
tho,effeet of law and must be recognized it all courts of the State
with the same force and effect as the statutes and common law they
implement, (i,pterpret, augMent, or restrict. The effects of these
councils on police discipline and an the exclusionary rule are dis°
cussed.

SKOLNICK, J. H. an

Brown 1975. 12fi P7

hds. Police in America. Boston, Little
(NCJ 19813)

This book 16 a,Licies reflecting some of the core
plexities and the variety cif social issues and demands in the con-
temporary United States. In a discussion of professional police in
a free society, the articles focuo on the origins and development of
the police, and police personality and socializaticin. "The Role and
Function of Police" covers topics such as the capacity to use force
and polJe discretion. Police-minority relations; police and ybuth;
and mental illness, deviance, and disseot are also discussed.
"Organization and C,ntrol at ihe Police" deals with police revolts,
police aLalpra,tic,, and citizen control of the polit -e.



30. STEER, D. Offenses Recorded as Known to the Police -- Some Reflection
on the Investigation of Crime. Bristol, 1975. 12 p.

MICROFICHE (NCI 2,9027)

The numbey of crimes recorded as known to the police is neither a
perfect nor always,a neutral measure of the level of crime, posits
the author, wIle further statesthat.the indiotability of an offense
affects its enforcement. From researbh; thatis being carried out by
the penal reeartfOinit with the help.of a briminat investigation
unit, the author, shows that the definition of what is a"crime" for
statistical purposes may ultimately determine the response of in-
dividual police Officers to particular sitbations. This/is most
noticeable in the case of nonindictable,offenses akin to tame. It

has been suggested that changes in the definition of creme might
have some impact on the pattern of *nforcement. None of the chantes
that are likely to result would be unacceptable, 41) l-

It
neither ought

4hel,possihility of their occurring be ovecAooked. he nonindictable
offenses which are not (by preference),notitally handled by detectives,
who relegate them to uniformed offieera, include aggravated assault,
assaulting a police officer, brothel, keeping, pimping, cruelty to
children, indecent exposure, unlawful possession, and'leitering with
intent.

31. UNITED NATiONS. Asia andiAlar East Institute for the Tvention of C
and Treatment of.;Otrenders,'(UNAFEI). the Seminar en
Rolea-aad FonCtions of the -a _ ietY. `Tokyo,

Japan, 197ii 745 p. *acRartom 34277

AL, overview t L1,Q .eminar objectives and conclusions. and 4tie4,
summariea of the participants' presentations and general diticurigion,
sessions are provided in this report; The 39th Seminar course was
attended by t9 representatives from 13 Asian and Far Eastern:Nations.
Most participauts were senior police officers. Among the,sub ect#
reviewed were the goals of police'agenciea, the role of police
discretion, the organization Akthe police force, recruitment and
training of police-, and international cooperation in polite funding
and reforms. Recommendations ruched during the seminar are listed.
Summaries of the participants presentations are then provided. The
topics covered lacluded the nature of crime in the individual `countries,
police problems, the police role in a Chiiingiag society, police -coin
malty relations, police responsibilities', and the influence of each
country's culture and history on its polite forte. Stimmarles of
general discussions held on appropriate police tasks, police respon7
spoosibililics, forte and authority in therpolice role, andpolice
reform are also provided.

lei



TH EDUCATION, AND WELFIVRE. Nat.ional 'Institut
on kin- in the Criminal Justice System=

'11611ties tedfferr.--WeetrittgtOfirlti-V-Gtretti

Sant. Printing 1975. 143 p. -Stock No.-017-,0244-00462-6.
MICROFICHE (NC.3 313714

In'n series of eight easays this document presents and analytis the
`basic nature of decisionmaking for each juncture in the criminal
justice' process: police, proseiution, courts, and corrections.
lOritie&Cithin the context of the often ,conflicting gelds toward
which deciaiOnmaking is directed, the authors go beyond an analysis
of the processee.and present an overview Of the procedures and types=
ofInformationwhich influence decisions within the system. The

authors consider each of these Ate well as the Often-conflicting
'societal 'demands for retribution, punishment, deterrence, rehabil
tation, and reintegration, and the. impact of all these on dectalon-.
saking. The concepts of diagnosis, classification, and prediciton
are- first examined, and their relevance to criminal justice de-
cisions is explored. Decisionmaking-is discussed with respect.to'
such common issues as delinquency, detention,--juvenile probetion,
pretrial release, preventive detention, and competency. Patterns
of police decisionmakhg are studied as well. 5everal perspectiVes
on court decisionmaking, such as sentencing. and prosecutiot.: decisions,
are presented. Also discussed is the relationship of modern decision
theory to correctional degisionmaking, and research needs in decision.
'study.

National Institute of Mental Health. National Clearinghouse

for Alcohol Infprmation. Alternative Approaches to,the Public Ine-
briate Problem in Metropolitan Areas -1- Findings from Atlanta, Georgia,
and Baltimore Maryland. Raleigh,North Carolina, Human Ecology
Institute, 1974. 12 p. ' MICROFICHE (NCU 29004)

This paper is the summary of study which estimated the, current

costa of handling public inebriates and projected the.future costs,
of both maintaining existing aproaches and implementing new systems
for handling public inebriates in two cities. This-study was cots-.

wissiened by the Special Projects BranCh of the,National. Institute
onAlcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA). The two metropolitan
areas studied were Atlanta, Georgia, and Baltimore, Maryland. At-
lanta was chosen as a'etudy site because it exemplified the'tra-
ditional approach of heavy reliance on criminal, prosecution of public
inebriates. Baltimore was selected as study site because'in 1968 the
Maryland State law was'changed to prohibit charges for public intox-
ication, which has resulted in the development of an extensive net-
Work of rehabilitative services for public inebriates. Based on
comparisons of the approach to the public inebriate in these two
areas, it is concluded that rehabilitation is a more costeffective
approach:to the problem than a punitive approach utilizing criminal

19



'Coordination of rehabilitation services and pro-
Sufficient to demand is stressed. Implications for

arc e-a se Afeeesaadi--

34. "7. Office of Youth Development. Intake Screening Guides ---
ImProvingiJustice for Juveniles. By J. Olson and G. H. Shepard.
Washington, 1975. 36 P. Publication No. (Q1O /OYD) .7526040

(114.10,121)

This report preeentscriteria.for the screening and referral.of
youth coming to the'attention of law enforcement officials and
juvenile court intake. The,guides suggest screening processes
At intakelevals and provide criteria for dispositional practices.
by law enforcement and. juvenile court intake units. In Additi044
they promote the formation of interagency agreements between youth-
serving agencies and the juvenile justice system forprocessing
youth ipto or out of the system, and they recommend organizational
structurep for law enforcement and juvenile court intake units that
will fanilitate*delinquency 'gevention practices and. procedures.

35. U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE. Law Enforcement Assistance Administration.
Police EducationalCharaeteristics and Curricula. By L. T. Hoover.
Washington. 219 p. (NCJ 26897)

This book contains an examination o the rationale for higher police
educational standards, a report of research on the impact upgrading.
efforts, a critique of current educational-programing
explication of a model criminal justice curriculum. The rationale
involves police ability to control crime, perform their order
maintenance -ction, and properly exercise discretion. The research
reported in e'en assessment* current police recruit educational
levels; pat a of employment of college recruits; the impact
of the law enforcement education program, police cadet programs,
and agency reward programs; the influence of agency characteristics
in attracting and retaining college recruits; and the impact of
the development of educational programs in law enforcement and crim-
inal justice. An examination of present educational' programing
postulates several major deficiencies. A model curriculum is pro-
posed which provides a broad theoretical orientation to the entire
criminal justice process.- The model consists of guidelines for 29
criminal justice courses. Each guidelines includes both selected
related readings and a content outline.

20
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-:EnfortementAseistance-Administration Poi/ 7'7 Report
of the Nitional_advisory Commission Justice Standards and Goals; 1973..

Cdvl±rn n ntidg- of f 1#73;''

2100700171e. MICROFICHE (NCJ 10858)

This report contains suggestions for overall improvement i4.461/very
of4Olice services for greater protection against crime. The
National Advia9ry Commission on Criminal Justicej8tanderds:1104.0oals'
considerathe patrolman the primary force in reducing and preventing

lirtikand,thueditattil,itt_reportrecommendstiotis toward /mere
potiMeieffectivteneAuggestionS-for:improVemants in pains functions
ara'preseated in the areas of working withjhe:Community, plannidg and
Organization,-technology%endsupport servi14flacal menagement,. and
coordination with other criminal justice agencies. These proposals
appear in the form of:more than 120 speggic-etandarde anclrecom
mendations that spell out where, why, and hOw theta improvements can
and should be made in the police segment of the criminal justice
system. Report on Police is a reference work for the practitioner --
patrolman.to pcilicechief -- as well as for the interested layman.
Before impleienting,any of the changes adVoceted, police departments
are advised to- detail the legal limits of police authority' and' de-
velop guidelin6 for the exercise of that authority.,Tn order
to improve cdoperation between the police add the community, it is
suggested that-police 'agencies establish a specialized unit for main-

.

taining communication with citizens. Each.police department *Mould
encourage and participate in neighborhood security programs and
establish procedures-to facilitate processing of complaints. Sur
gestions for more iffeetfVe utilization of mad-power include continued
consolidation; stricter pei-sonnel requirements; increased employee -
benefits; and the,employmentof ..................................
iii pones

37. Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. rolisinga Free
Society by H. Goldstein. Cambridge, Massachusetts, Ballinger
Publishing Company, 1977. 371 p. (NCJ,40518)

This study - addresses, the long-neglected problems concerning, the basic
arrangements for policipg in this country that m4St_be considered to
improve the capability of the police to deliver high-quality services.
Promoted are a more intensive consideration of these problems and a
subsequent alignment of public expectations, legal requirements, and
police capabilities in order to enable the police to perform their
assigned tasks more effectively. Subjects explored by the author in-'
el e the work of police, the multiplicity of their functions, and
u s they make of the criminal justice system. He discusses alterna-

to the existing system and focuses on the singularly important
element of discretion that must be exercised throughout the police
orgadization. Further examined are the sensitive issues that arise
4n directing and controlling police conduct. By measuring historical
changes in police practice in terms of its end product -- the quality
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39.

delivered to the pablie -- the author offers-a critical
eyaluation'of what is presently being done and what should be done

MikiTt-Ve co ntitt-BretWeen-tbe -0*er/taint and -the
effective and More responsive to the needs of a democratic society.

. Law Enforcement Asaidtance NitiOnal Institute'
of aw Enforcement and Criminal Justice. Dallas Police Legal:LiOson

Exemplars Project. By N. L. Wise. Dallas, Texas, Della!!
Police Department, 1976 IID - (N-a:34673)

The legal Liaison Division provides. training and legal counsel to
staff -level police officers and investigators in order te,prevent
and correct police -legal error and to reduce the number of cases
rejected or dismissed. The Dallas program and the particular type
of legal advisor effort it represents -- centering on practical
assistance and training for line investigators and officers -- are
the subjects of this document. This manual is written primarily for
police adMinistraters, planners, and others in a position to consider
the establishment of a police legal advisor program in their juris-
dictions. The Dallas program is described in some detail and its

rengths and weaknesses pointed out. An attempt is made to draw
from the Dallas experience And other sources to provide as much
guidance as possible to other departments. Clearly this document
is not the last word on the provision of legal services to police.
What it does contain is a discussion, based on one example, of
one approach to the legal needs of police -- the provision of legal
training advice and case document review -for all line officers in a
moderate to large law enfordement agency: The precise approach
taken in Dallas may not-be the beat for any given department; but,
on careful examination, much may be learned from the Dallas ex-
perience which can be adapted to meet the needs of other departments.
The first chapter summarizes the operations and results of the Dallas
prograril. Succeeding chapters discuss the development` and approach.
of the Dallas program in greater detail its administration, the
types of services provided to the Dallas Police Department, the costs
of those services, and the project's monitoring and evaluation systems.

LaW Enforcement Assistance and Criminal Justice. Diversion of
the Public Inebriate From the Criminal Justice _S stem -- Prescri Live

By C. W. Wells. Washington, U.S, Government Printing Office.
64 p. Stock No. 2700-00226. MICROFICHE (NCJ 10946)

This handbook suggests means for removing the skid row drunk from the
revolving door process of prosecution and jail and into community
health or social service agencies. Public inebriates have tradition-
ally accounted for one-third to one-half of total arrests in munici-
palities and have long clogged U.S. jails and courts. The intent of
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this handbook is to suggest diversionary programs; which will not on

0,148mW,040-41trokitaIL41w-eilforcesent.:,butAtillti
physical, and social well being of this victtmlete,:trime'affe-
Five:40ecgittypes of'services, each filling a gotcrete need of the
skid-raw inebriate,-are viewed in terms of their objectives, compon-
ents, requirements, and implementation variables. The first two-are
'directly-diversionary it that they can haVe an-immediateimpact.on
rellevintlaw enforcement personnel. Medical evaluation and aubacuB
detoxification (IftSAD) combines a number of functiona, inclu
gency pick-up, outpatient medical evaluetiop, and in- patient: treat-!
ment The second of these. =services' the proviatan of 'shelter, food,
And clothing, not only,to inebriates but to-homeless men as well, thus'
eliminating a. major-factor leading to arrests. The three othetser-,
vitas distussed are indirectly diversionary and include intermediate
care offering structured treatment, community residential living faci17:
ities, and reinforcement of treatment through aftercare services.
General guidelines are provided for mobilizing community support, se-
curing financing, and training staffpersonnel.

. Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. National Institute
of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice. Guidebook for Planners and
Practitioners. By D. E. Aaronson, N. N. Kittrie, and D. J. Saari.
'C. S. Cooper, Ed. Washington, American University Law School Insti-
tute for Advanced Studiep in Justice, 1975. 393 p. (NCJ 41517)

This guidebook is a report to planners anti practitioners of an 11:1-
month survey of alternatives to conventional criminal adjudicatioh
and their impaCt of the activities of the crimtnalAnstice.systemi

.b4h

Researchers collected and ana yzed a large amount of written documen-
tation and evaluative reports f alternative projects throughout the
country and, in addition, visited over 20 cities to examine their
alternative procedures. To facilitate analysis of the relationships
among varibus alternatives-and actors in the criminal jus ice system,
a matrix was prepared, with the decision points at whit alternatives
can apply on the horizontal axis and individual's and gencies which
might lo ly alternatives on the vertical(axis. Among the individuals
and agen ies examined are legislators, polfeWT-firosecutors, trial
courts, _rfense counsel, public and-private agencies, citizens, pro-
bation an parole officers, and appellate courts. The decision points
were categorized in the following manner: (1) decision to define con-
duct as a crime, (2) decision to focus attention on a suspect, (3) de-
cision to arrest, (4) decision to charge, (5) decision to release de-
fendant pending trial or disposition, (6) decision on pretrial motions
and applications, (7) decision to try or to accept plea, and (8) de-
cision to sentence. Within this typology, more than 70 different
models _of alternatives are defined and examined. This guidebook of-
fers criminal justice planners and practitioners new and useful ideas
for planning, comparisons of ideas placing them into a new context,
a realistic view of alternatives based upon empirical study, and a
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future use It summarizes the planning
or thoaa wholAshtmconsideralternitiVeato__

n a c7 or lesB serious' °Magee ana-OTGaire-,
emphasizing those alternatives which are related to,Or.ere,likely to
have a major impact upon the Coil s and the adjedglitary process, as
opposed to the correctional :- _ nded matiitala include sample

litexts of alternatives estabehed thro legislation and court rule,11:
national standards relevant,to alternative planning, and a selected
list of alteenative projects. The 3-volume report on the original
18 -month research project is available asACJ 10074.

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. National Institute
of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice. Impact of, Decriminalization
on the Intake Process for Public Inebriates. Third Project Report.
By D. E.,Aaronsent C. T. Dienes, and M. C. Musend. Washington, 1976.
288 p. r MICROFICHE (NCJ 36030)

This report provides a comparative analysis of police attitudes in five
cities on the handling of public drunkenness offenses and the relation-
ship between these attitudes and intake for public inebriates (criminal
versus therapeutic). Questionnaire survey results are presented cower-,
ing the attitudinal findings between the ' "criminal" (Houston, Texas,
and and Richmond, Virginia) and "decriminalized"' (District of Columbia,
Minneapolis, Minnesota, and Saint Louis, Missouri) jurisdictions. Five
city papers provide background information on, the jurisdictions and
compare the attitudes of officers in,thetarget city with those of off-
icers in each of the other cities, as well as intrajurisdictional dif-
ferences between police districts within each city. The relationship
between attitude And the officer's subject report of his behavior is
also analyzed. In addition, a prescriptive model is presented which
probes the relationship of policy goals and techniques of administra
tive enforcement. The tentative model.is premised on four principal
elements: th( goals that a jurisdiction may wish to achieve, the con-
flict and compatibility of these goals. 'The delivery mechanisms avail-
able to-tieve these goals, and techniqbes of administratio'n whereby
the delivery mechanisms are utilized to achieve the goals. Possible
sites for study in regards to the prescriptive model (all jurisdic-
tions which have made innovative attempts to handle the intake of pub-p
lic inebriates) are identified.

42. UNIVERSITY OF IOWA. Conteirperary Studies Project -- Administrative Control
of Police Discretior0 Iowa Law Review v. 58, n. 4: 891-973. April,
1973. (NCJ 15786)

This study was designed to describe the existing process by which the
police exercise their discretion in the making of selective enforce-
ment decisions. This 8-month study, which focused on 3 small, urban
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communities was conducted by 3 student researchers. Ttwma7
f

__,
nvolVs4 the- OgerYSti:- fin_ e _re

pe dr*Ing their daily y function of routine ..pa A ts e_ de:-

scription of those aspects V Conventional adeinistrative law which_
may beapplicable and relevant to the administrative functions of po-

lice is followed-by aj examination of the effective limitatione on the
patrolmen'sdiscretion.in small urban areas.` Existing,practices ate _=:
analyzed to assess the inflUencemf any written rules. and to probe the

prOcese of _informal rule generation. 1469.examined is the scheme of-
statutory Anrcommon law controls applicable to the police departtents
and its effect in controlling the exercise of police discretion. po-

lice patrolmen were found to act indei ndently of each other'and their
superiors in determining which persona 1will be subjected to the crim-

inal justice process. Recommendation are made to,00rrectexisting
deficiencies in the system. These include review of police discretion
and rulis for police behavior.

VORENBERG, J. Narrowing the Discretion-of Criminal Justice ©fficials. Duke

4: 651-697. September 1976. 37532)Law Journal, V. 1976,

This paper considers p ssible gains from reducing the discretionary
power of criminal ju_ ice officials, the forms such reduction might
take, and the proces s that might lead'to such changes. Eaorts
to reform the Nations criminal justice _system since the mdd1960's,
particularly those d velopments that bew) on discretionary decision-
making, are summarize Arguments for narrowing discretion are con-
sidered, exploring the extent to which such narrowing would in it-
self Improve the quality of criminal administration involving major
predatory crime and whether it would lead to the better understand-
ing of criminal administration. Suggestions and examples for a pro-
cess of change that over time would eliminate much of thmunjustifi-
able discretion from criminal administration by concentrating-on the
different forms of relationships among courts, legislatures, and
criminal justice officials are given. The proposed system is one on
which decisions are made at the highest level of authority with the
greatest degree of visibility permitted by the nature o'f the deci-

,

sion and the context in which it is made.

44. WEISTART, J.C. Police Practices. Dobbs Ferry, New York, 'Oceans Publications,
Inc. , 1972. 147 p. (NCJ 12839)

This examination of the enforcement practices and policies of law en-
forcement agencies focuses on the establishment of mechanisms to in:
crease police accountability for enforcement practices. After a fore-
word that briefly discusses the problem of increasing police account-
ability, a profile of urban police examines the characteristics and
behavior of police personnel: the police recruit, police socialize°
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-and the community, and police discretion are discussed.
On Supreme Court effectiveness and the police organization

1114-1Nreethe-Aeffectiveness of SupremeiCesit-imposed

taints on police behavior.. It argues that such effectiveness is
mitigated by -then milieu in which,the police officer operates, by the
characteristics Of the police decisionmaking process, and by the- re-
lationship police have with their reference groups. Alternativei to,

the exclusionary rule are discussed as means for controlling police
conduct, end the case for rulemaking by law enforCement agencies is

Praleanted. Uesucceasful efforts to establish efficient and reapers-
sive police review boards 'in New York and Philadelphia are explored,
and underlying problems facing any institution which makes such an
attempt are discuseed. Other,articles des ; with police discretion
and diversion of incidents of-iatrafamily behavior and the difficul-
ties involved in defining and measuring police output.

45. WESTLEY, W.A. Violence and the Police -- A Sociolo ical Stud Law,
1970. 222-p.

(NW' 02332)
-Customs and Morality. Cambridge, Massacusetts, MIT Preto.

This book-is a study of the nature and functions of police work, po-
lice organization,, and occupational culture as they relate to police
self-image And job performance. It looks at rhe nature of police ac-
tivities, how the police are organized and how they function, the
kind of men they employ, and the ways in which they build a special
otcupational culture that defines the policeman's role in society.
It identifies the forces that, lead to such cultural norms as secrecy,
legitimate violence, and maintenance of respect and describe6 the-con-
sequences they have for .law e- orcement, based on interviews and ob-
servation. It provides an un_ rstanding of police attitudes,(wbat
actions they are likely to to in different situations, and what is
necessary for police reform.

46. WILCOX, A.F. Oecision to Prosecute. London, England, Butterworth,
1972. 146 p. (NCJ 13175)

The method of prosecution in England, primarily by the police, is com-
pared to the American and Continental systems. From this starting
point, the author reviews the seldom used doctrine of private' prose-
cution and the numerous factors or situations that warrant no prose-
cution or special consideration. Some of these factors include iv--
laical considerations; laws that are obsolete, controversial, un-
popular; or technical violations that may not reflect the legislative
purpode of the statute. He discusses prosecution of the aged or in-
firm, administrative problems, and alternatives to prosecution. The
study examines those controls on discretion that have been suggested
or attempted, such as Judicial control, legislative supervision, pub-
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pre 4 e. training, and supervisi Ap
s :.foraistproiscuting and a bibliography.

uni
Beha Th

New York,- A heneum, 1970.

Law and Order

10729)

'This book presents ways, used by police in -eight communittes for hand-
ling each common offenses as assault, theft, Orunkenness, vice, traffic,

and diaordirly conduct. Roles of the patrolman and tho4oliCe,admini-
strator, and' police discretion are diseussed. Three styles of policing

-- the watchman, the legalistic, and the :service atyles « are analyzed,
and their relation to local politics are explored.. Six of theicommuni-w'

ties cited for this analysis are from New York State: -Albany, Amster-
dam,.brighton, Nassau County, Newburgh, and Sytaduse. The dthets are

Highland Park, Illinois, and:Oaklandi California. Wilsom discusses

changing the patrolman'sbebavidr,snd examines current proposals for
reorganizing_pollee: department4 The ability. of the patrolman'to 4d his
job may determine success-in managing social coMflitl'an4 in Maintaining
a proper balance between liberty and order.
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olite d Substantive Rulemaking -- Reconciling Principle

annCy. 6 of Penne lvania view, v. 125, n.

ctiticeranalysis Of the wisdom of UsingAdminietra-,-
Lve rulemaking to 401im4t selective enforcement of theaubetantive,

criminal 14w in light of the,"myth of full enforteMent.u. Pull enforce
meat statutes and the policies of ,seperation and delegation of powers
are analysed in order to conceptually locate the police in relation
0- OM* ditiaionmakers in the criminal lajunrciSeie. _
relationship of the nearly unanimous rejection of the civil .law
doctrine of desuetude to the doctrine of separation of powers, and
what that rejection suggests-about the relationship of our legisla-
tures to the police,ArtalsoAddresse4.-,In addition, the implicate
tione of "administrativictimie-for, the separation of powera and del-
Agetion theories Are examined in-the context of police-rulemaking.
The underlying polititiof the separation of power doctrine that re-
late tnAphstentivetrislimaking are then discussed in en- attempt to
determine whether 4017,00liciesshoud be abandoned tolihe_extent that
substantive rulemakin= 40buld require. The author unequivocally re-
jects the suggestion that. the poi*** should engage in rulemaking that
directly affects the scope of the substantive criminal law. Whether
the structe of the law permits the police to exercise_ this kind,of
authority is also questioned. It is concluded that. it would -not be
wise to accord the police this power, even if:At wer=e permissible
to do so. It is suggested that by exercising, control over the "dis-
cretion of.deployment,"'a jurisdiction could greatly curtail the scope
of a police department's discretionary authority.

49. COX, M. P. Discretion -- A Twentieth-Century Mutation. Oklahoma Law Review
v. 28, n. 2: 311-332. Spring 1975. (NCJ 27755)

The exercise of discretionary-power by the police and proaecuto
examined. It is suggested that openly declared and evenly applied
discretionary policies are preferable to "ad hoc" decisions made, by
individuals. The growth of discretionary practices in the United
States is discussed, and problems associated with these practices are
examined. The fact that laws are not being fully enforced and, that
the criminal process may depend to a large extent on the idiosyncra-
Oes of individuals and agencies is seep as a disturbing result of
widespread exercise of discretionary powers. The issues of police
discretion and prosecutorial discretion are examined, with an emphasis
on the problem of plea bargaining. Judicial review of prosecutorial
and police discretion has not been effective in solving the problem
of selective enforcement of the law. The ethical and moral issues
related to discretion as a jurisprudential question are explored, and
the problems of equality and equity before the law are discussed. It
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'concluded that inadequate resources and-laws tsar do not reflect

_ = Cad-4411-411forealle4L-011:
almdcies to usurp authority and to decide which offenses to en=
fordo and against whom. The author feels that, as long asrdis-
cretion on ndnequity grounds exists, it wouldjiebetter to adopt
'wonenforce t Policies at the policy level in open-proceedings.
rather' tha to allow individuals at the "working level" to.apply-.
id hoc" forcement policies.

50. DAVIS-, R. C. Approach to Legal:Control of. the Police. .Texas Law Review,
v. 52, n.-4: 703-7250 April 1974. 15505)

The author's main thesis is that police practices should no longer be
exempt from the kind of judicial review tbat is usual for7,bther'ad-
ministratiVe agencies. e s este that the eXclusidnary rOlebesup

.-
pleMented by two other to _- r judicial control of pd lice ju-

dicially required -police:.rule king and governmental, tort liability
for police abuSee. Discussed are the relation Of'police rules. to
Supreme dourt rulesand their effect on selettive_enforcement. and
semilegal practices. The author also points to the failure' of the
present 'system of police liability. to award damages to injured persons.
He recommends that suits for torts of city policemen should be gainst

ethe city and not against the officer, sinc the officer
w.:

is sometimes ,

judgment - proof. Such government liability would necessitate the-
abolition of sovereign immunity: foritateand local governments.. The

interrelationship of required police rulemaking and governmental li-
ability for police torts with other legal controls on the police
(the exclusionary rule, an ombudsman systemi and.review boards)
also explored.

51.. HIRSCHEL, J. D. Searching for Reasonable Brotection of Fourth Amendment
Rights .77 The Exclusionary Rule and- Alternatives. Pollee Research

Bulletin, n. 29: 19-25. Summer 1977. (NCJ 42775)

Police, prosecution, and defense perceptions of fourth amendment
implementation are examined and pOinta of:cOnflitt isolated. A pree-

cedure to insure fourth amendment rights without unreasonably impeding
police is offered in this doctoral dissertation. Detailed question-

naires were completed by samples of.police, prosecution, and defense
officials in two areas of a large Northeastern State, measuring' their
perceptions of the meaning and application of the search andseizure
aspects of the fourth amendment. Subjects raised in the questionnaire
included standards forAttermining the difference between reasonable
and unreasonable seardMind seizure, compensatory and disciplinary
use of the exclusionary rule by courts, views on unproductive police
searches and warrantless search and seizure situations, and opinions
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pacific modifications of -and alternativei_tothe,excluSionary
oSecutli?R4psFw9nnel preferriCanfpRIA*ipn of

the fourth a adment that would not put severe restrictions on evidence,-
gathering whereas defense personnel, urged the proteCtion of a citizen's_

.viewed the courts, as generally favoring a, suspect's:
rights inluestionahlesitUations. Those sampled favored retain-
ing the exiineionary rule-as.a norm for court rulings. While

_a

pre-
ring limitations on its discipliniry application, the author

recomends- instituting well-defined adminiotrative piocedures ior-
police in search and seizure slcuations and clear limitatione on
court application:of.the exausibnary rule, while providing-for
compensatory civil action or criminal prosecution in cases of
severe violations of fourth amendment rights..

IN AU F. E. , J.R. TtiOMPSON, and 13.-2AGEL. Criminal. Law and Its
Administrat Mineola, New York, Foundation Press-,- 1974.,. /118

(ICJ 18!

This textbook, designed for college level- instruction in law; hforce7
ment, discusses critinal.law in relation to such topics as constitu-.
Aional limitations, arrests, searchestriminartiffenses, and jUris-!.
diction.. This workuaes a casebook.methodof instruction, rather
than a:textual treatment. In addition to selected,, sets, -

.court opinions, including those of the'Supreme court. of.the United-
States, this text contains some introductory textual and note mate
rials related to tIceinait case reports.- Also included is erepro-
duction of thote portions of the Constitutionof ited States-

Iiiik
and its Atendments. ich are relevant to the gen al7p oblems regaVO-
int'thellaw'of.crime and the procedures by wh th- law,i6 to be
enforced. Other topics covered in the text inc ude an outline of
criminal procedure, entrapment, incotpleted criminal conduct and
crilinhl combinations, the exclusionary rule and'its alternatives,.
identification procedures, interrogations and confessions, and
prosecutorial discretion.

4

53. KADISH, R. and S. K. KADISH. Discretion to Obe- -- A Lawful De-
a tures Fro a_ l Rules. Stanford, California, Stanford Un

Press, 1973. 251 p. (NCJ,13414)

This book exploreshow a legal system may provide for justified depar-
tures from the rules -- acts that violate the law but Are nonetheless
sanctioned by the system. The justified rule departures of citizens
and officials are analyzed in detail; e.g., a policeman's decision ncd
to arrest an offender, a citizen's deliberate violation of the law to
create a test case, a jury's departure from the court's instructions
in reaching a verdict. The book covers the philosophical and'llgal
.basis for justifying such acts, their function in the American legal
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xtent.inatherlegal-
ln444-41461-iyetetie-

ons of the individual, and the ,consequences of
departures from the concept ot,:a legal:sYstam4re also &flaunted. in
addressing disctetion, 'the authors note that the existeacaof'OUW--
discretion Is a threattO:baaWvalues implicit- in notions efAiit,
process of law. Although-polar alternatiVesto discretion maybe
desirable or illusOry,,cr urinal law enforcement can be improved sub-
-etamtIs44,:by the44100ition of legal procedaree4nditandardifnOW7
the exerciseof disdretion.

54. _SH,.S. Legal Norm and
La Harvard Law Review
Lsw_Selected From the
Massachusetts, 1972.

Discretion in the Police and Sentencing Process**.
Association, altL=.kismat_eCrimintilL
P es of the Harvard Law Nevtd* 19724 Cambridge,e,
28 p. (NC.3-10683)

This essay examines representative occasions in which administration
of the criminal law involves exercises of official disctetioa which
are extrajudicial. The existence of such discretion is a threat to
basic values ihplicit in notions of due process of law. Although po-
lar alternatives-to discretion may be undesirable os plusory, crimin-
al law enforcement can be improved substantially by the imposition of ,

legal procedures and standards'upon the exercise of discretion.

.55. McCRRRDY, K.R. and J.L. HAGUE. Administrative and,Legel Aspects of a Policy
to Limit the Use of Firearms by Police Officers. v.'42,
h. 1: 48-52. January 1975. - (NCJ 26136)

This article examines laws relating-to the use of deadly force and in-
fluentes.that groups such as the police, courts, and city government
may have on firearms policy decisions.. A reetrictive polity is recom
mended. Before investigating the conditions under which policy deci-
siont concerning firearms use are made, the available policy alternar
tives are reviewed; these range from full discretion of the,atled of-
ficer to refusal to allow officers to carry firearms. There are seven
al groups who may play a part in -policy decisionmsking -- the. police
chief, the police officers, the local government, the courts, and pub-
lic interest groups. The possible influence of each of these groups
is described. The author recommends a policy which sevetely1imits
the use of discretion but which also recognizes that exceptions are
possible. Such a policy, the author argues,-would give officers ab,
solute guidelines to follow and would also assure 'them of administra-
tive support if they were within that policy.
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56. All, C. Rule-Making and the Police. t.tichi-arsw'View, v. 70, n. 4:
.

659-694... March 1972. (NCJ 048t1.3)

At Federal judge discusses the possibility of the police formulating
the procedural-rules of, law enforcement operations in place of the
present exclusionary rule. External formulation of rules for police
toncluct suffers from two principal limitation the abserite of dir-
ect police involvement in the process and the question of appropriate
sanctions. to assure their enforcement. The proposed alternative to
the exclusionary rule would result in greater participation by the
police in the making of rules for their own guidance and greater i-

alce upon the police for the internal enforcement of such rules. It

iS contemplated that the police have a larger share.in,devising the
rules for their own conduct in the first instance, with ultimate amen-
ability to the commands of constitution and statute as interpreted and
enforced by the courts in a reviewing stance.

57. R, R. L. Arrestees as Informants -- A Thirteenth Amendment Analysis.
StanfordLsw_Review, v. 29, n. 4: 713-746. April 1977.

(NCJ 43223)

The legality of diverting arrestees as informants is examined {rom the
standpoint of the 13th amendment, which prohibits slavery and involun-
tary servitude. The abuse of discretion among police is also covered.
The practice of diverting arrestees as informants gives them the op-
portunity to bypass dhe criminal justice system in return. for their
agreement to do undercover work for the police. Little or no systematic-
check is made on the official's exercise of discretion to divert the
arrestee, and often the "recruitment" of informants suggests abuse of
discretion or coerolon, Under a 13th amendment analysis, particular
abuses can be identified and judged by applying fixed legal standards.
The analysis also addresses the underlying abuse present when arrestees
are held in involuntary servitude Rnfordld with threats of prosecution
and possible incarceration. A historical overview of the 13th amend-
ment and the' legislation passed by Congress to implement it are dis-
cussed in Part I of this article. Part II presents the elements of a
prima facie case of peonage, ascertained from case law. These elements
are applied to the practice of diverting arrestees as informants. In
Part III, potential remedies are discussed, as well as the implications
of this 13th amendment analysis for the contemporary practices of pre-
trial diversion, the use of informants, and plea bargaining. It is
concluded that diversion practices which allow an arrestee to avoid
prosecution by becoming an informant are of small benefit to the ar-
restee and society; an undercover informant in narcotics is often sub-
jected to physic-al danger and may be tempted by further exposure to
drugs. Furthermore, this practice is. viewed as an abuse of executive
discretion that "fosters a system of peonage oppressive to the arrestee."
The peonage analysis outlines a limitation on the general practice of
pretrial diversion and the particular diversion practice involving
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arrestees as
dom from peo
urged.

nformants. A serious look at societal interest of free-
ge and the law enforcement interest of convenience is

58. PEP1NSKY,,H. E. Generation of Discretion by Specification of the Criminal
Law. International Journal of Grimiti2INDLILTipplltaa v. 3, n. 2:
111-121. May (NCJ 26993)

The author expounds the thesis that not only do areas of discretion
increase with Specification of the terms of the law, but intreased
variation in the application of the law can be expected to result.
The'author thus refutes the theory that specification of the law can
reduce uncertainty in the law's application. The more a legislator
specifies the terms of the law to an administrator, it is suggested,
the less predictable the administration of the law will become, Con-
versely, administration of a law will be more routine and predictable
the more vague and general the terms of the law are. Citing secondary
sources, the Aristotelian principle of logic, and principles in the
philosophy of language, the author demonstrates that the attempt td
close an area of discretion of the law by specification creates a new
area of discretion. Discretionary contingencies provided by the terms
of the substantive law increase geometrically with evei, substantive
legal specification of conduct. Further, specification of the terms
of procedural law also generates areas of discretion." Implications of
the proposition that the number of areas of discretion increases geo-
metrically as provisions of the body of the criminal law are further
specified are discussed. The author notes that specification of the
law does not Lend to det,tmine what the administrators do, but presents
them with optional courses of action. It is suggested, however, that
legal specifications may still be used to engineer changes in the ad-
ministration of criminal jar,i,e.

KOblik,ath I

in Ka,nik.

Cilni
20 p.

dud tr,e Judicial Process.

_2vin E. Wolfgang, Rds., Sexual Behaviors --
d al Aspects. Boston;. Little Brown, 1972.

(NCJ 32114)

the pti,,, d tctorm of statutes dealing with-
sexual offenses dc. discussed Social mores do not necessarily man-
date statute changes, states the author; the changes come about
through selective enforcement of the laws. The problems inherent
in selective enforcement are discussed in the light of other sets of
problems that arise, when laws are pariially modified and when a
"treatment mode" is the prevalent philosophy.



60. ROSETT, A. Discretion, Severity and Legality in Criminal Justice.
Southern California Law Review, v. 4f, n. 1: 12-50. December 1972.

..(NCJ 14557)

This article discusses the necessity for and consequences of the prac-
tice of nonformalized decisionmaking by police, courts, prosecutors,
and parole agencies. Mady decisions in the criminal justice system
are discretionary in the sense that the official has the unfettered
choice whether to act, and often how to act, in a given case. This --

choice may arise from the explicit delegation of legal authority
to the official, the absence of a rule prohibiting his acting, or
the assertion of official powerlo act despite a governing rule.
The prevalence of discretion is closely related to the overextension
of the criminal sanction in terms of the kinds of cases handled and =

the severity_ vith which condemned individuals are treated. Discretion
tends to be found at points of overambition, where the disparity be-
tween public expectations and official capacity is most notable.

61; VANAGUNAS, S. Toward Checks and _Balances of Police Authority. Milwaukee, .

Marquette University Law School, 1974. 10 p. (NCJ 14557)

This paper offers a model for the criteria,. structure, and formal
procedure whereby police discretionary power can be defined and con.-
trolled within the forms of a municipal government. The criteria for
any scheme to impose additional external controls and police authority
include the use of governmental offices and branches from which police
agencies perceive that their authority is derived. Further, this

authority should be used in such a way as to support and reinforce the
system of internal discipline already existing in the police agency.
These are two of the main premises upon which is based the recommended,
model for checking and balancing police authority. It is suggested *
that a municipal legislature specify in detail behavioral violations of
the criminal code and continually review the extent to which police
arrest practices Conform to legislative intent. It is further recom-
mended that a municipal judicial office be established to provide a
forum for citizen complaints against the police. .Police agency self-
control is deemed basic to any successful effort at, proper use of dis-
cretionary powet=
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62. ALPRIN, D.C.'s Case Review Section Studies the No-Paper Phenomenon.

Polite e v. 60, n. 4: 36-41. April 1973. (NCJ 09761)

This article discusses the goals, organization, and functions of a
special police unit which collects information and statistics on cases
that Federal Attorneys have decided not to prosecute. The case review

section of the Washington Metropolitan Police Department discovered
several areas in which cases were not being prosecuted as a result of
inadequate or improper police preparation or performance. The tom-

manding officers of policemen responsible for such cases were contacted
to ensure that remedial counseling and instruction would be instigated.
Members of the case review section trained recruits and regular- members
of the police department in specific problem areas. When policemen
believed that a decision not to prosecute was improper, the case re-
view section discussed the merits of the case with the U.S. Attorney's
Office for possible reconsideration of prosecution. Substantial infor-
mation has been collected on the major factors which contribute to the
high rate of "no-paper" cases in the District of Columbia, and this
special unit plans to expand its operations in the future.

63. ARNOLD, T.
and P
11 p

Enforcement. In Cole, G. F., Ed., Criminal Just
cs. Belmont, California, Wadsworth Publishing Company, 1972.

(NCJ 25796)

The ideal of law-enforcement in which every law is enforced impartially
is in contrast to the concept of a code of personal honor above the law.
The author asserts that while we piously deny the existence of personal
discretion in our law enforcement machinery, it is impossible to do
without it Examples cited to back up this argument include the case
of Al Capone, who was prosecuted successfully for income tax evasion,
when in reality the prosecution was concerned with other violations
which could not be proved; and the presence of psychiatrists in insanity
defenses, whom the author asserts are there solely to introduce miti-
gating circumstances and ordinarily inadmissible evidence into the case.
The example of politicians drinking in private but voting for prohibition
is also used.

64. ARONS, Ris, -t t. to MacNamara, D. E. J. , Ed., Readings in

Criminal Justice 77/18 -- Editions, 1977. Guilford, Connecticut,
Dushkin Publishing Grqjp, Inc., 1977. 3 p. (NCJ 38447)

The author examines the implications in three U.S. Supreme Court de-
cisions which, he contends, have sharply restricted constitutional
guarantees of personal privacy and expanded police powers of search and
seizure. The Supreme Court decisions in U.S. v. Robinson, Gustafson
v. Florida, and U.S. v. Calandra are examined. The author argues that
in these decisions the Supreme Court has adopted "police logic" a
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form of thinking which holds that crime detection is society's ultimate
value and overriding priority. He maintains that the rise of police
logic means that American anxiety regarding violent crime has been
transformed into support for police practices contradicting the consti-
tution and holding a minimal possibility for reducingcrime. After
reviewing 'the provisions and implications of these three cases, the
author concludes that a deference to police discretion is becoming
characteristic of the Supreme Court. He calls on the American public
to reverse this trend while it can still be done.

65. BERGER, M. Police Field Citations in New Haven. Wisconsin Law
n. 2: 382-417. 1972.

Field release of criminal suspects in misdemeanor cases initiated by
police lends flexibility to the pretrial 'criminal process. The goals
for this New Haven program were the reduction of negative consequences
to suspects stemming from arrest and detention, the reduction of the
inefficiency involved in transporting every defender to a police de-
tention facility, and the improvement of police-community relations.
The Field Release Citation Program was designed to supplement station
house release procedures. During the 12-month evaluation period in
New Haven, most arrests were still made using the traditional process.
Standards were provided to guide the decision of whether to issue a
citation, but the program relied heavily on police discretion. The
program was evaluated as both workable and effective in easing police-
community tension. The appendix includes the general, order for the
Department of Public Service, which outlines the misdemeanor citation
arrest procedure.

66. CART6R. L. h. formity -in Criminal Justice. In Gardiner,
J. A. an A. Mole. Ens., Crime and Criminal Justice. Lexington,
Massachusetts, L.C. Huth and Company, 1975. 9 p. (NCJ 37756)

In thi.J analys1b ut value conflicts arising from the twI.n police
goals of flexibility and uniformity, the author looks at the way the
goals are applied by criminal justice agencies and suggests that the
conflict will continue. The author first examines the degree of flexi-
bility and discretion permitted in police and court activities under
existing laws and finds that .the bulk of criminal justice decision-
making falls in the zone of legally conferred discretion. The question
of whether or not these discretionary decisions reliably promote policy
goals is then examined. It is found that the exercise of discretion is
not conducted to promote system Ails but is instead conducted on the
basis of personal values. In spite of this, the author notes that it'
may not be advisable to seek rules to make decisionmakieg more uniform
for the following reasons: the biases in. criminal justice decision-
making may actually reflect society's values, the present laws and
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consequences of illegal behavior are widely known and therefore do not
violate the "morality of law," and criminal justice agencies mayN-possess
characteristics that doom attempts to predetermine decisions by rules.

R. and G. HUNTINGTON. Sexual_Deviapcy and Law Enforcement. St.

Louis, Washington University, 1970. 3 p. ,(NCJ 08490)

This paper presents an overview of various sexual offenses, a brief
discussion of homosexuality, and considerations in the formation of
policies regarding law enforcement priorities. Sex offenses such as
incest, voyeurism, masochism, transvestism, and sex-associated crimes
'including prostitution, pornography, and abortion are discussed. Homo-
sexuality is viewed historically, in terms of the British experience
and with regard to four current schools of thought as to its legality.
Guidelines for establishing policies regarding the enforcement of laws
on sexual deviancy are given. The appendix consists of an outline of
a modus operandi system for investigating sexual offenses. A biblio-
graphy is included.

68. EDELSON, T. Ki hit, and t ::.elective Law Enforcement. In Viano,
Emilio C. and Jeffrey H. mei an, Eds., Police in Society. Lexington,
Massachusetts, Heath i.exingtun Books, 1975. _ p. (NC.1 29470)

Due to the disLiett f ed by the police in the selective enforce-
ment of the law, nittil,ate control of police activitieA should rest with
the elected representatives of the people. Limited resources force
police to be selective in choosing which laws to enforce most strictly.
The author suggests several formulas for determining which areas of
law enforcement should be given precedence. Legalistic, moralistic
instrumental, and probabilistic approaches are examined, as well as
variations and 3/4)odifications of them. Reasonable objections are sug-
gested to strict adherence to any formula, so that settlement,of the
enforcement que.tion is ultimately seen to be a political issue. Only

elected represertatives can determine if police law enforcement pro-
cedUreS reflect the neeJs and will of the people. Such control would
hest be indirect and delayed, as in the electorate's control of the
courts. This that police practices may remain steady, pre-
dictable, and reltabl,, rather than varying as rapidly as public
opinion.



69. ERICSON, R. V. Police Bureaucracy and Decision-Making -- The Function of
Discretion in Maintaining the Police System. In Goldsmith J. and
S. S. Goldsmith, Eds., Police Community=Rimensions of an Occu ational
Subculture. Pacific Palisades, California, Palisades Publishers, 1974.
1 p.

).

, (NCJ 29347)4

This article examines organizational needs in an effort to understand
police discretionary action. Police discretionary activities are dis-
cussed from five perspectives: the social environment, lines of
authority and communication, informal relations, continuity of policy,
and homogeneity of the organization. 1 Because of the diversityof
factions within any community, the police must maintain order while
placating various factions. The creation of a Civilian Review Board
is one means of reestablishing the legitimacy of police authority.
Another alternative is the institution of internal control procedures.
Because almost all supervisory officers were once "beat policemen,"
they have an intimate knowledge and empathy with their subordinates:
thus they tend to depend on largely informal controls of discretionary
power. Maintaining lines of communication to other community organiza-
tions is one way of obtaining a continual supply of information that
does not tax police manpower. The informal relations between officers
who work together are dependent on several factors, among them being

111P

silence outside of the working par rs. Occasionally, the social
relationships are upset when unive ity-trained personnel are recruited
and promoted taster than officers without higher education. The ac-

cumulated experiences of the patrolman are the unofficial source of
policy continuity; in other words, when there is a policy void, low-
ranking patrolmen devise their own informal norms. The author recom-
mends that effective socialization of new members is best achieved
on an informal level. The problem of creating subunits is 'described
in terms of possible divergence from organizational goals and stability.

70. GOLOST r-1 A ,, 1- deal versus the Real. In Skolnick,
Jerome H. and Th-mas C. Gray, Gds. Police in America. Boston, Little
Brown, 19 5 11 p. (NCJ 19822)

The nature of ai oeed fu, poll ,c discretion is reviewed, and a policy
or open acknowled6ement of police discretion by police administrators
is urged. The laws und,r -hIch police operate, police procedures, and
some of the pressures which exist in the typical community which the
police serve are expl.ired to determine the reasons for police discre-
tion. The reasons for the lack of acknowledgement of police discretion
by police administrators are then discussed. Among these are fear of
adverse public reaction, feat of increased police cdtruption, and legal
obligations to enforce all laws. The author conts, however, that
acknowledging the exercise of discretion would reduce the public's un-
reasonable expectations of the police, increase professionalism of
police, and increase public respect for the law.



71. . Police Policy Formulation -- A Proposal for Improving Police
Performance. In Sweeney, T. J. and W. Ellingsworth, Eds., Issues in
Police Patrol -- A Book of Readings. Kansas ,City, Missouri, Kansas

City Police Department, 1973. 24 p. (NCJ 35818)

The author argues that police administrators must articulate adequate
policy guidelines to provide the individual officer with more detailed
guidance in exercising discretion. In light of the diversity of the
police function and the absence of legislative guidelines in many areas,
the author believes that the vast discretion afforded the individual
officer should be acknowledged and that administrative guidelines for
the use of that discretion should be publicly articulated despite the
existence of informal standards within police departments. The author
recognizes that there is a risk factor inherent in the exercise of
police discretion. The risk is the threat of public opprobrium if
the policeman's use of discretion, say in enforcing laws selectively,
backfires. This can be largely avoided by putting the community on
notice by disseminating police policy.

72. GROSS S. Bureaucracy and Decision Making Viewed from a Patrol Precinct
Level. Police Chief, v. 42, n. 1: 59-64. January 1975. (NCJ 26138).

The characteristics the pollee bureaucracy and the effects of this
bureaucracy on the police officer's role and attitudes are reviewed,
and recommendations for improving police accountability and operations
are given. The author states that bureaucracy is characterized by a
hierarchi 11 arrangement of offices, rules for uniformity, and imper-
sonarity or relationships. In the police organization, bureaucracy
takes the form of military concepts of lines of authority, unity of
command, division of work, and specialization of function. Among the
effects of police bureaucracy noted by the author are overwhelming
amounts of paperwork, a decrease in effective management-line officer
communication, indecision as to the proper role and actions of police,
nonenforcement of certain laws due to indecision of the officer, the
rise of corruption, establishment of informal centers of power which
can be used to overcome bureaucratic entanglements, and isolation of
the police as a group from the rest of society. The author describes
how eactI4of these conditions has been caused by the p6 lice-bureaucratic
structure. Several recommendations for improvement of police operations
are then made; these include increased police education, increased
inservice use of police legal advisors, use of the neighbor-
hood team concept in policing, and increased community input into police
ripest ions,
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73. GROSMAN, 8. Police Comman Decisions and Discretion. Toronto, Canada,
1975. 154 p. (NCj 28184)

This book explores the quality of police leadership and the decision-
making role of the chiefs of police in Canada. The author's analysis
is based on participation in actual police patrol work and on intensive
interviews with police chiefs and senior municipal police officers
across Canada, particularly in the cities of Vancouver, Edmonton, Regina,
Winnipeg, and Toronto. Interviews were also conducted with chiefs in
San Francisco, Berkeley, and Oakland for comparative purposes. The re-
lationship between the chief and the level of law enforcement is ex-
amined, along with the means by which chiefs Acquire and use power. In

that same vein, the book looks at constraints in a chief's power and
his ability to lead and to set policy, such as those imposed by the
organizational structure and police associations. The author comments
on the administration of police organizations and the police chief's
role in law enforcement decisionmaking and community planning.

74. INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CHIEFS OF POLICE. Texas Model_ Rules for
Law Enforcement Officers -- AManual op Police ion. Gaithers-
burg, Maryland, 1974. 297 p. (NCJ'13963)

This manual presents model adiaillistrative rules and procedures govern-
ing d variety of sensitive and complex areas of police activity, es-
tablished in an effort to eliminate discriminatory enforcement of the
law. Rules governing several areas in which police discretion may be
employed are first listed. These same rules are reviewed in the second
section, and each is followed by specific commentaries. The situations
discussed in this manual include domestic disturbances, misdemeanor
field release by citation, the use of force, fresh pursuit, rules for
arrest without a warrant, warrantless search and seizure, execution
of arrest warrants, execution of search warrants,and stop-and-frisk,
incidents.

75. Kt3ROLO FF, J. , A. GEhAhi, bRAND. Gontrol and Prevention of Juvenile
Delinquency by Local Law Eniorcement Agencies -- An Alternative Method.
Portland, Oregon, Multnolaah County Division of Public Safety, 1974. 23,

MICROFICHE (NCI 25947)

This paper is a proposal fur increased police juvenile delinquency pre-
vention efforts, increased police utilization of diversionary programs,
and greater development of community resources for delinquency treatment.
This proposal, outlined by the Multnomah County Division of PublfZ
Safety, is aimed at the interaction of police with children, the court,
youth-serving ageni@s, and the community at large. This document de-.

tails the results of a needs analysis, lists long and short range goals
of this police effort, discusses the concept of juvenile diversion as



a method of reducing delinquent behavior, and outlines the philosophy

behind this proposal. Among the features of this proposal are police
training in delinquency causation and child development, police advocacy
for the needs and rights of children, development of community resources
which police can use for referrals, referrals to juvenile court for
major violations only, and identification of community problems and needs
to aid development of community resources.

76. PARSONS C. Candid Analysis of Police Corruption. Po

n. 3: 20-22 , 67. March 1973.
ief, v. 39,
NCJ 09187)

This article presents guidelines for a planned program of improvement,
including improved personnel selection techniques, policy guidelines
formation, and more control over discretionary decisions.

77. FERRY, D. C. and P. A. SARNOFF. Politics at the Street Level 7- The
Select_Case of Police Administration and the Community. Beverly

Hills, California, Sage Publications, Inc., 1973. 39 p. Series

No. 03-008. (NCJ 18073)

78.

Street-level 14W .,atur,litaat artiala are not considered significant
parts of the decisionmaking administration, although the very nature
of their jobs necessitates personal, f not administrative, discretion.
The authors point out that the beat atrolman, although treated as a

nonadministrator, is constantly calla upon to make decisions in the

course of everyday work. However, the police administation, in attempts
to avoid any and all criticism relating to police discrimination and/or
misconduct, subjects the street-level policeman to structural attempts
to remove or discourage positive personal discretion. These efforts
include such institutions as police advisory, internal inspection, and
civilian review boards. The findings of a sttrdy,of police behavior
in the city of Rochester (New York) are discussed. A list of refer-

ences is included.

L, 1_ J. J K C. SULLIVAN. Decision Games Applied to

Police Decision Making - A. Exploratory Study of Information Usage.
Journal of Criminal Justice, v. 2, n. 2: 131-146. Summer 1974.

(NCJ 16832)

This article examines the nature of the decisionmaking process of
police in an arrest-nonarrest situation and concludes that police use
varying amounts and types of information to arrive at the same decision.
A variety of information possibilities were provided eb a sample of
police as they made arrest- nonarrest decisions in simulated encounte
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with citizens. In selecting information for decisionmaking, the
nature of the offense was considered -most frequently. The attitude of
the offender was also an important determinant of the decision, and the
offenders' attitude then influenced the amount and type of information
subsequently used. It is suggested that police training involve a more
intensive analysis of the dynamics of decisionmaking.

79. SLAVIN, M. Role of Traffic Law Enforcement in Traffic Accident Preven-
tion. In Chapman, Samuel C., Ed., Police Patrol Reading!, 2d Ed.
Springfield, Illinois, Charles C. Thomas, 1970. 9 p. (NU 15192)

This paper presents an argument for a more consistent enforcement of
traffic laws with the intent of stimulating a deterrent to unlawful
behavior by potential violators. It is argued that the loss of life,
injury, and property damage due to eraffic violations should diCtate
strong measures of enforcement and prevention in this controversial
area of policing. The recommended enforcement policy specifies that
police action be ,taken upon the detection of, the commission of an
illegal and potentially hazardous act, without regard for the absence
of real hazards or the attitude, intent, or excuse of the violator.
The use of a mixture of marked and unmarked police vehicles is sug-
gested as a means of improving the image of police omnipresence. The
enforcement process is described including detection, apprehension,
prosecution, adjudication, and penalization. It is argued that inef-
fectiveness at any point of the enforcement process undermines deter-
rence as the publit may become indifferent toward the consequences of
violations.

80. STEER., D. Puiir Gautioaa A braay in the Exercise of Police'Discretion.
Oxford, England, Basil Blackwell, 1970. 64,p. (NC,I 17013)

This paper db,,unbs the results of an empirical study on the use of
police cautioning in England as a means of dealing with adult indictable
offenders. An alternative to proceedings in court, formal cautioning
of offenders takes the torm of a verbal caution at a police station for
indictable offenses and a caution sent in the form of a letter from
the chief constabla for nonindictable offenses. This study was attempted
to show the precise circumstances under which offenders are cautioned.
A sample of 317 adult male offenders (aged 17 years or over), cautioned
for indictable offenses during the years 1965-67, was drawn from the
records of 5 English police forces. Examined are the reasons given
for cautioning in an individual case, the level at which the decision to
caution had been taken, and the instances in which police had disagreed
about the must appropriate course of action in a particular case. The
principal reasons given for cautioning were as follows: the complainant
declined to prosecute, the victim was a voluntary participant, insuf-
ficient evidence, and the offender's circumstances. It was found that
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the officer who dealt with the case was the first to suggest a caution.
In only a small minority of cases did there seem to have been any d
agreement among police officers as to the most appropriate course of

action. A selected bibliography is included.

Bl. U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH; EDUCATION, AND WELFARE. National Inst of

Mental Health. National Clearinghouse for Mental Health Infor'_ation.
Functions of thy Police in Modern Society. By F. Bittner. Washington,

U.S. Government Printing Office, 1970, 122 p. (NCJ 00464)

This analysis of the basic character of police work relates it to the

courts and community. The impact that police organization exerts on
the policeman's functioning by looking At how departments are struc-
tured, their position in the framework of city government, and their
independences are considered. The military- aspects of the police, their
esprit de corps and code of secrecy, and their capacity to use force /
are reviewed. The report also considers the futie of police work.
The problems of upgrading practice, streamlininOorganization, and im-
proving recruitment and training of police are given specific attention.
Suggestions are made on the police use of force, and new models of
police practice are projected.

82. U.S DEPAKTMENT OF il)311k,L Enforcement Assistance Administration.
Institutional and Poli,, Di cretion. By J. D. Caldwell and L. J.
Flynn. Santa Barbara, California, Public Safety Systems, Inc.,
1973. 155 p. (NCJ 09920)

This t,pott oatnre, variety, and extent of discretionary
justice as it operate, with respect to burglary in Ventura County,
California. In addition to an analysis of existing statistical data,
a series of six questionnaire formats were used in surveying police
management, police pet-8(mile 1, district attorney deputies, public
defender deputies, municipal court judges, .and superior court ,judges.
From the questionnaire responses, an analysis was made of many of the
decision points involved in processing burglary offenders, focusing on
the criteria used In making decisions, the reasons for the preyalence
of certain choice.,, the advantages and disadvantages of various
procedures. The survey revealed that the current exercise Of dis-
cretion in dealing with burglary cases amounts to what can be termed
a "nonpo 1 cy " The only distinguishing characteristic of burglary
processing seem, to he the great extent to which each case is decided
individually rather than in accordance with any clear-cut and well-
articulated policy. There is widespread dissatisfaction with many
aspects of current discretionary decisionmaking. Each agency in the
processing sequence particularly criticizes the agency following it
in the processing. In addition, nearly all respondents, from all
agencies, felt that the judiciary was too lenient in general in deal-
ing with burglars. The judiciary in turn expressed significant
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reservations about the extent which precourt discretionary decision-
making has preempted the judge s sentencing function. Nearly all!
respondents had suggestions for improving the processing of burglary
offenders, many of which involved tightening up on the extent of
discretion at various points through specific guidelines or ftles.
The effort outlines several specific recommendations derived fi
an analysis of the study. Appended material includes tables of data
and copies of the questionnaires that were used in the survey.

83. . Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. National Institute
of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice. Dialectics of Police Reform --
A Case Study of Planned Chan e in the New York Cit Police De.a_rtment.
By T. J. Dimieri. Washington, 1976. 500 p. , (NCJ 34381)

This thesis analyzes the rationale, implementation, and impact of the
New York. City Neighborhood Police Team (NPT) program in order to
determine the effects of administrative reform on police. attitudes and
.behavior. The NPT program was an experiment which altered the admin-
istrative structure inn local police precincts in an effort to improve
police performance, police-community relations, and police morale. The
data for this analysts are drawn from fieldwork which comprised partic-
ipant observation and interviewing of police planners, trainers, and
field officers over a year period, and a survey of police officers
in 4 NPT precincts and matching non-NPT precincts 18 months after
implementation of NPT. General discussions of the environmental
features of policing, the police role in contemporary urban 4ociety,
and the organizational characteristics of pollee work are provided.
The author then examines the implementation of team policing in New
York City and outlines the research methodology. Despite limitations
in the development of RFT in New York, it was found that three of the
four NPT precincts studied showed significicant changes on three dimen-
sions of administrative structure. NPT precincts exhibited increased
officer discretion, flexibility of regulations, and recognition of
performance. It was found that as regulations became more flexible
and as recognition and discretion increased, there was an increase in
officer job involvement, a more critical, attitude toward fellow of-
ficers, and a favorable disposition' to police innovation. The program
had litie impact on changing the exchange of information among of-
ficers or their recognition of a service rule ideal. It is concluded
that while implementation and-impact of NPT were uneven, NPT objectives
were in large part realized.
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.hi . booklet, appropriate for inservite trairiirig a9f experienced super=
as well-aa tkaining for newly promoted serves:n*4 /Wars stir

gestiona for improving supervisory techniques. Tbe'tOpics Covered ilre
the causes and symptoms of emplotee misconduct , enaoteraging good em-
ployee work habits, identifying and investigating employee cond uct,
and taking disciplinary action.= For related' document On this subject,
see NW 37584 and -37586.

5. aw. Enforcement .AsSistanee Administration= gatIonel Institute
of Lew-Enforcement and Criminal Justice. lita_ltuatar& f al. effective
Police_ Disci f line- -- A Manual of _Rules Frocedtmes, 5u o law
and Effective_ Management. Gaithersburg, 1
Association of Chiefs of Police, 1976. 416 p 375$4)

This manual is designed to give insights into: the determinants of
effective discipline management and to provldi practitioners with
recommendations for improving and 'understanding their disciplinary
practices. It first explores the sources of the traditional view of
discipline as a management technique to control emplayee behavior and
discusses the usefulness of tools for effective discipline. Sul"-
sequent chapters develop the idea that the process is similar for the
handling of all major disciplinary cases; deal wit the eflects of the
personalities, skills, motives, and roles- of people involved in the

,

management of discipline; and present a compact,- practical outlines of
the operational factors which bear most directly on the effectiveness
of discipline. These narrative discUssions are then translated into
prototypes establishing,rules of conduct and disciplinary proceoluree
designed to promote effective management control of officer behavior
and to provide officers with a degree of personal freedom appropriate
to 'contemporary conditions. The prototypes ire written in the format
of some departmental general orders. Following esseh hciwemer, le a
mentary which explains the policy considerations and legal principles
underlying the sect ion amid - illustrates its application. Appended mate-
rials include a description of the study methodology, an tilde Xed 80-page
annota=ted bibliography of selected cases on police discipline, a copy
of the field survey instruments, and, a table of cases.
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nrciaeut and Criminal-J4stice.. Managing for Effective pis-
- A Project to Develop Prototype Rules of Conduct and Eds-

t i _p_nar Procedures far Les4 Enforcement -- Final P e o 7- '--

e Maryland, International Association of Chiefs of Police,-
1475 .- 400 p. - ()ICU 35592)

dathelent

ye
official, community grmAp, _

Chapter I emplores,theeources of the traditien
as a Management technique. to control employee behavior dieeus e
the negative-character'of discipliha and-the view that discipline is :a
tingle isolated ma-nagetient function. It also contrasts the military
model of management and discipline with a more adaptive organizational

Approach.' Chapter II discusses the usefulness of tepls for effective
discipline. A few:examples are Written directives delineating manage-
ment expectations, assignments of authority and accpuntability, units
for inspection and control, and goals and objectives for internal disci-
pline as a management technique to control employee behavior. Chapter-
111 develops the idea that in the handling of disciplinary cases,
the process is similar for all Majoi cases. Often al many as 10
elements are included, such as conduct of investigations, imposition
of sanctions, and, appeals. Chapter IV deals with the effects of
the personalities, skills, motives, and roles of people involved In
the management of discipline. Participating, monitoring, recognizing

.expectations, and coping with conflicts among values and roles are
some of the topics covered in this chapter. Chapter V compiles key
ideas from the three previous chapters, with page references.. State
ments selected and grouped.in Chapter V present a compact, practical
outline for persons who are considering organizational changes.
Chapter VI is a prototype document containing rules of conduct and
.disciplinary procedures for police organizations.' A 38-page ex=
-ecutive summary is available as NCJ 35910.

he general practical implicatio0-OETthis
stipline rom the administrativiv

-
e government

ude, and legal perspectivea.'

U.S. iEPAtTMENT OF TRANSMUTATION. National Highway Traffic SafeiYAdMin-
_stration. Selective Ti fit Law Enforcement kinual. Gaithersburg;
Maryland,-Interna Associa .7

MICk0FICME (14C.J 14767

This volume presents. procedures for determining allocation'of Personnel-
according to need with reference to time place, and type of violation,
together with proposed standards for prevention and control of certain
offenses. The methods for collecting and analyzing traffic accident
data in order to determine patterns of time and place are presented.
The training and technical implementation necessary for selective eP=
forcement is treated. Sample demonstration programs for enforcing laws
regarding driving while intoxicated and violation survey procedure are
included. Safety program standards are offered for the following areas:
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mrtitiatrImittGitopt-6-4-yla-sa
oni and licensing, Cadesand traffic courts, alcohol- and :
eafety, ideAtifiCatiom-and surveillance of accident locations,

c record!, emergency medical services, highway design, traffic
rol devices, pedestrian safety, police traffic serviced; and debris

hazard control and Cleanup. Sample `forms for data collection are included
in, the append_

88, AN, F, A. Model pot
University of W

enci.es. Madison, Visconsin,
.(N0.42384)

Used with a. companion text, "Policy Development in Pal ce Agencies,"
this 'manual is intended as a guide for police agencies engaged in
policy developmerit. The manual is organized under the -general sub-
ject of policing, which -Is divided into eight major areavthat-lort -
the chapters. Within each chapter, the polities are placed in logicaL
groupings. The manual includes an index to aid in !tiding specific
policies. Each policy in the manual consists of two categories of
statements: the policy itself.and a commentary Which justifies, ex-
plains, or gives the source of. the particular policy section. For
agencies just beginning policy development, procedural eteps are listed.
The author indicates: that the manual an also be helpful to the agency
which has a significant body of policy airead established.

90. W S

AL- s. Madison, Wisconsin,
Unive consin, 1976. .94 p. (NC..1 42380)

This stud deals with why policy is needed, the effect of the establish-
ment of:p cy, and the development of policy. It is intended for use
in a police .gency with a companion publication, 'Model Policy Manual
for Police A ncies." Polley is considered needed in order to con-
trol and define the use of police discretion. Areas in which police
may exercise discretion are discussed, and the need for comprehensive
policy development in all these 'areas of discretion.As discasai4.--'The
procedure for confining and structuring discretion by policy is treated.
Methods for developing policy are also presented. Community involvement,
the implementation of policy, and continuing policy development are given
major treatment.

Pojitics and the Police. In Cole C. f., Ed., Criminal
ce -- Law and_Eall. Belmont, California, Wadsworth Publishing

Company, 72. 8 p.. (NCI 25801)

The common mistake of evaluating police performance by the same para-
.

meters as other municipal services has minimized the role' of local
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community choices rely have more than a limited _ onpolice
behavOlor,'thought may often have a great effect 461ice-pSrsonnel,:
budgets, pay level and organization. How the police, especially the
patrolmen, handle the routine situations that bring thee most:frequently
into contact with the public can be determined:byex014cit political
'decisions only to the-extent that such behmvior-can be determined by
the explicit decisions of the police administrator, and the Osinistra-
tor's ability to control the discretion of his subordinates is in -many
cases quite limited by the nature of the situation,and the legal son-
straints that govern police behavior. The maintenance of order,- unless
it involves the control of large disorders (a riot, for example), is
very hard to bring under administrative control-andthus very hard to
bring under political control -- at least insofar as politics operates
through the making of conscious decisions by formal institutions
(mayors, city -councils, and the like),; and some law enforcement situ-
ations, especially those in which the police response'is citizen

'invoked, offer fiv opportunities to the administrator -- and thus to
his political superiors for changing the nature or,the outcome of
police action. As a result, the choice of a police administrator and
the molding of his role is a political consideration of primary con-
cern. If a chief is selected whose policies Are consistent with local
norms, he can expect little public interest in his daily decisions.
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4_0AI _aegoLseL.firAmL__
e Srown, 1975. JP p.

(162C2 19821

The Banner in which police in the United States and Great Britain
exercise police discretion is diicussedi especially with respect to
minor offenses Such as drunkenness or traffic violatlots. Factors-

thatAnfluence police discretion are reviewed. Among these are. the
Character of the offender, the nature of the offense, the probability
of conviction for that offense; and the personality of the policeman.'
The sources from which police Officers draw their ideapaSto dIs-

cretiona.ripowere are ale* discUised4, These are training, the examples
of colleagaeS; the advice or instruction of supervisors, the courts,
:and contacts with society as a whole.

92. N. W. H. Discretionary Decisiodmaking in Juvenile Jug
and Delincieency, v. 22, n. 470-480. October 1976. 7437)

This article reviews the restilts'of several studies dealing with the
influence of demographic, criminal history, and social variables on
dicisioneaking during police handling, presentence reporting, and court
dispositiona4 The social distribution of_yputhe who engage in delinquent
behavior is -not exactly the same as that oryouths who came into contact
with the juvenile justice system. Thus, a certain amount of discretion
characterizes the decisions made arverious points within the sys
In seeking an undirstanding of the discretionary processes, researchers
have tried to isolate elements related to dispositions at distinct
decision points. jri addition to offense and offense history, the ele-
ments of .sex, raced alit] social class have often been the foci of
studies, several of'which are reviewed here. This review suggests that
as a youth penetrates further into the juvenile justice system, factors
other than his present offense become increasingly salient to decision-
makers. It also appears that, once apprehended, girl's tend to fare
worse than boys do at the hands of the system. However, extreme
caution is urged in generalizing from these studies, which differed in
time, place, methodology, and scope. Perhaps the most important con-
etusion of this review is that a clear:understanding of the decision-
making processes in the juvenile system is unlikely until a systematic
research strategy or set of strategies emerges to replace the piecemeal
approaches used to date. Some suggestions for such strategies
offered.
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p4aitt,t_angligival,*_Gipocity 7c6_ LlasJorca-sa. the, -Coral st.-tho

'Skolniek, Jerome CH. and Thomas C.-Gray, Eds.;eFolice _in America,
Boston, Little Brown, 1975. _8 p. (BP1-198 8

A new definition of the police role is offered in which the police are
viewed as the mechanism for the distribution of situationany'justi-
tied force in society instead of as agents of law'enforcement. The
authav argues that because only a smell part of the activity, of
the police is dedicated to law enforcement and betause they Baal.
with the majority of their problems without invoking the,law, the
concept of "law enforcers" does not seem to accurately reflect
the role they play in society. He states that Instead, the role
Of the police is to address all sorts of human problems when and
insofar as their solutions do or may possibly require the use of
force at the point of their occurrdnce. This is seen as lending
homogeneity to such diverse procedures as catching a criminal,
evicting a drunken person from a bar, directing traffic,,control-
ling a crowd, taking care of lost children, inistering medical
first aid, and separating fighting relatives.

94. Police on Skid Row -- A Study of
William B. and Howard C. Daudistel, Eds.
A Reader. New York, Praeger Publishers,

este Keeping.
Criminal lust
976. 25 p.

In Sanders,

a process
34970)

Based on field work with the police departments' in two large cities
west of the Mississippi, this paper examines the methods and practices
used by police to "keep the peace" on skid row, It is rioted that police
generally hopie two functions: law enforcement and peacekeeping. Sev-
eral peacekeeping functions are outlined, including regulation of traf
fic, warning of certain minor offenders, intervention in noncrininal

disputes,between persons, crowd control, and handling of persons who
are viewed a$ less than fully accountable for their actions. In this
article, the author examines the non-law enforcement demand conditions
imposed by skid row policing. It was found that peacekeeping proce-.
dure on skid row conssts of three elements. Patrolmen seek to acquire
a rich body of concrete knowledge about people by cultivating personal
acquaintance with as many residents as possible. They tend to proceed
against persons mainly on the basis of perceived risk, rather than on
the basis of culpability. Finally, they are more interested in reduc-
ing the aggregate total of troubles in the area than in evaluating in-
dividual cases according to merit.

95. BLACK, D. J. Social Organization of Arrest. In Sanders, William B. and
Howard C. Daudistel, Eds., Criminal Justice Process -- A Reader.
New York, Praeger Publisher-, 1976. 27 p. -(Ndi-34971)

The author analyzes the effect of a number of circumstances on
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d then offers a set of deem ive mat
-tinder 'Whisk ronee Mike

The factors considered are the,suspectLa race"the legal
of the allegehArime, the evidence available ifi'the field

ng, thp complainant's preference for'police action, the social
unship between the complainant, and Suspect, the suspect's de-

s ee of deference toward the police, and the manner in which the

police come to handle an incident. Study data was collected during

the'snmmer of 1964 by systemitic observation of police-citizen trans-
actions in Boston, Chicago, and Washington, D.C. -Thirty-0x trained
observers accompanied patrolmenvin'all work shifts on all days'of the

week for seven weeks in each citX This article first presents a

brief description of routlne police work and then presents-the study

findirffs on arrest, Firit for encountersinvolving both a citizen
complainant and a suspect, and then for police encounters with lone

suspects. The major findings were as follows: most arrest aituatiOns

arise through citizen, rather than police, initiative; arrest practices

'iect the preferences of citizen complainants; the police Eise their

went power less often than the law would allow; the stronger the
field evidence, the more likely the arrest;. the probability of arrest
is higher in legally serious crime situations than in those of a '

relatively minor nature) the greater the relational distance between

a complainant and .a suspect, the greater the likelihood of arrest

the probability of arrest increases when a suspect is disrespect

toward the police; and there was no evidence that police-.discriminate

on the basis of race.

96. BLOM- COOPER, L: To Prosecute or Not To Prosecute. In Alderson,. J. C.

and Philip J. :stead, Eds. , Police We Observe. London,: England,

Wolfe Publishing Ltd., 1973. 1 p. '(NCJ 25838)

Recognizing that the police do and probab hould have wide dis-

cretionary powers concerning the selective enforcement -of the laws,

the author suggests some types of prpscribed behavior' that Should be

decriminalized. These areas are vletimless crimes: sexual offenses

and crimes against public morality. Some of the specific crimes - *

alluded to are gaming. homosexuality, incest, and pornography.

97. BOLT, E., F. COLEMAN, E. CONNOLLY, J. DALEY, A. DINATALE, and J. DOYLE.

Police PolicymakiTjg=TheSELISTILaTDiscretion in the Use of
Criminal Investi atlon'Procedures -- Final- Phase 1. Boston,

Boston Police Department, 1977. 75 p. MICROFICHE (NCJ 42075)

Policymaking questions related to the exercise.of police discretion

are examined. Issues addressed include model guidelines, involvement
of police personnel, incentives to stimulate compliance, and evaluation

of effectiveness. This study, performed jointly by the Boston Univer-
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for Criminal Justice and the_Boston Police Department,

ni*" t1 -tie rho-
Of Law Enforcement prepareik-WAritoria State University in

relation. to the erindoal lovestigetilie problems and policymaking needs,
of the Boston Police DeParreenC (2):-the-poesiblity of devising'e pro-.
eess to effectively involve police pirsonnel of all ranks in policy-
asking. (3) the efteCtiveness of positive incentives to.atindIete
compliance with PoTiCles,,pe:(4)-the feasibility of measuring the
fleet 64 theArehalliorof polfeeofficers: discussion
f the development" of a process to identify criminal investigative

eolicy needs of pblice agencies is4resented followed by the applica-
tion of the process to the identification or needs within the Boston
Police Department. Policies were developed and applied,, and eveluae
time strategies were designed and used. Examples are given of draft
mni final versions of the policies, and a sulMary of evaluation results
and implications is presented. It was toneleded that (.0-the model

ties_ developed ki Arizona Statellniaemsity are geneislly rhoponsive
the need. of the oiton Police Department, with apmehAdiftcatioT10;
a variety of research technigues,must be utilized to learn about

ocal problems and needs for policymaking t4rposec (3). it is poss.ble
and desirable to involve personnel'Of all ranks in identifying the
areas in greatest need of policy development and in formulating the,
policies themselves; and (4) effective evaluation strategies can b4-
4evelppfd to measure the impact of some gehldelines in structuring dis
eretion; Other cenClesiens,, assumpticens, and future plans are
presented.i

.D vet Law Violators to Mental Heelth Facilities.'
eworkc 4*8 -426e July 1975.. --! --.(NCJ)0026

This article discusses the treatment of 50 adults who came to the atten-
'.tton of a tommunity mental health center as a result of diversion from
the criminal justice network. The study was conducted in an industri-
,aliaed county of 100,000 in the Piedmont area of the South. There
was evidence that these accused offenders were regarded as cemmunit
nuisances who had exhausted the patience of criminal justice agencies
and:others. Diversion of these law violators to. mental healthfacil-
ties was accomplished with relatively little violation of their rights.
Howeverk it appeared questionable that mental health facilities, esPe-
ciallY'kete hospitals, offered more humane treatment than did prisons.
ThO inhatahity of mental health treatment appeafs to derive at least
pertly frdreattempts to treat law violators as if they-had psychotic or
4d4r4t i illnesses. Effectiveness-of mental .healthjteatment ikk stopping
1464 mfilating behavior appeared': o depend upon whether the offender
habitually maintained employment and lived in a self-supporting family.
Treatment in a mental health center in the community seemed more effec-
tive than treatment in a State hospital alone. These findings may or may
not he applicable to criminal offenders diverted to mental health facil-
ities in other locales. The results described here do demonstrate,



Oases involved in diVerting o

99. 'A. K. and C. A. COLEMAN. Criminal Statistics 77 The Police Role

he Discovery and Detection of Crimes Internetional;doutnal of

(Stogy And Penology, v. 4 m.'1: .35-58., February 19.76..-
(NC.1 32721)

This piper reports some preliminary findings of a Ludy whieb exatined
the relationship between_ central aspects of police York in detesting
arise and their influence on the construction of official records of
Crime, The pilot survey examined a random sample of actable crimes
reported to the police of a =dime-sited city in the' _h of England."

In.this study, the researchers examined the nature olive accounts,

as these provide the basic raw material out of whic fiClal crime

statistics are subsequently constructed, the discover inA
which the relative roles of police, victims, and membets.of the Otblic
who report crimes are examined; and. he detection or Clearance of
reported crime, in which the methods behind the statiteL4of detected

crime are explored. The authors conclude that the real TniablematiSs
surrounding undetected crime and undetected criminals do Adt lie in the
initiative, discretion, and detection methods of the poll' ,but in Oft

role ofo er members of the public who crucially influenbsbothlbe
de'f initioof crime andultinately the social construction of official
Crime dat

-100s RAKEL, S. J. Diversion from the Criminal Process -- Informal Discretion,
Motivation, and Formalization. Denver Law o na S. 48: 211s238.

1971. ,

(4Csf0998-6)

ThisSarticle presents a description and analysis of the concept of
diversion based on field research in the Midwest, Ana a discussios of

the various attempts to foXmaIlze these practices.--sFocusingSon Alver-

lonary practices in the areas of white-collar crime, shoplifting,
feally disputes, and first defenses:, thiLartiele presents seine ores
liminary conclusions about the nature of diversionary practices, their
motivations, and official attempts to formalize thesepractices. The

data gathered during the course of-the-fieldwork tiggest that there

.are serious problems connected with (and perhaps inherent in) the i

informality which characterizes many diversionary practices. The

-"experiences w'Ith formalized diversion have, however, raised equally

troublesome questionA. The author first discusses thefour categories
of offenses in terms of their rationales and suggests that informal
diversion carries with it a substantial potential for.discriMinatory
application. Then he examines attempts at formalization whieh he
concludes have failed.
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are disc sod ; although college edutation is no panacea,' advanced ed-
ucation of some type can help a good 'officer perform even better. The
assets and liabilitiep of college education for police officers have
not yet been studied scientifically, althoughe few preliminary, surveys
have been ode. With the proliferation of-law enforcement degrees in
the U.S. (from 104-in 1967 to more than 664, ranging from baccalaureate
to doctorate, in 1970),, such eveluatio, is greatlYAieeded. To'clateir,
apparent assets are increased ability to make discretionary decisions,
and improved job performance in the social services area. In police
work, the power to make discretionary decisions is vested in the,
lowest ranking person on-the-force, the patrolman on the beat. Two
studies have shown a relationship between higher education and
ability to exercise discretionary powers. College education elRo
helps an officer underetand the social climate -in which he votke\,and

hiM to deal more effectively with the many nonenforcement
duties he has. LiabilitieS'include the tendency of college edUcated
officers to become bored and quit; keeping them motivated is an
administrative challenge. One study showed that one-third of -college-
educated officers left the force, compared with 19 percent of non-
tollegeeducated. Other departments have been ao4impressed by per-
formance of: college graduatbs thatthey recriire college degrees for
employment, a;trerid being fought by pOlice unions. Still qther
departments feel an officer with one or two years. of college performs
best;:While others-hire high school graduates andofferadVanced
training after a period of timehon thejok. Until'adeclueeeresearch
is undertaken, it cannot be stated; 'caiegoricallythat education is
prerequisite for 'law enforcement, but education can belt improve

-

already good performance.

August 1077. (N6J 43187

and disadvantages of college. education for police officers

102. CHAMELIN, N. C., Police and Juvenile Court Relations. Juvenile Justice,
v. 26, n. l 16x 0, Oepruary 1975. (N,CJ 19310)

The author.4aVeatieetes five major factors which influence the success
or failure of -effective juvenile court-police relations. The factors
discussed include police discretion in juvenile cases, police policies
on use of discretion in juvenile cases, police organization and train-
ing, juvenile court capabilities, and the presence or lack of effec-
tive communications between police and the ju xi le court.
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paper pre e
p egrama and dese
assigned to schoo

twempers teat o

tween the public
.',original goal

Lilly dangerou
Montgomery. A signficant secondary goal from its inception had been
theiMprovement of relationships between pOlice and youth., The 0o-
person bureau.was expanded to eight persons the second year in the
spring of 1972, the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration approved
event clitestlroMthe Montgoine,ry Police Department which allowed
`the lureau-,o expand:h.-0,16 officers and additionally provided fOH,
for training, supervision, and evaluation. Features of this program':
included job-specific training, supervision and consultation by
a full-time psychologist, and numerou informal police-youth

contacts. Student and teacher acceptance was high. Most officers
successfully moved 4!to helping roles, and several specific
benefits accrued'to students.

1 rationale for police prevention - diversion
-year project in which police teams were
School Relations Bureau (SRB) of the
e Department was begun latlata 1470'a, a

is rs designed to serve a liaison funetion bw-
chool and the police department. One of the:

ureau Wes to prevent, the escalation of poten-
uatiOnS in and around the public schools of

MN, C.. A
"No Crime

and 'A K. BOTTOMLRY. police Conceptions of Crime and
CriminalLaw Review* 344360. June 1976. (NCJ 3499

This article examines the problems police may experience in decidin
whether a.configuration of events is to be recorded as a "crime" and
describes the prdcess and problems involved in classifying an offense.
The police conception of "crime" and the definitions of "no crime"
are first discussed. It is noted that a significant number 4,in-
cidents reported to police Are eventually classified as "no crime" in
police records. Among the types of cases classified as "no brine"
were cycle thefts;, crimes utich,pOlice believed lackeds'necessary,_.,
element...fee:crime classification, such as criminal iaint; incidents'
in:Whieb the,yietim did not preAs charges; incidents shown notpp,.6e,
crimes during subsequent investigations; domestic-iffetdents;and-cieee
involvinOnsufficient evidence. Factors which May-iffect thep940e.
cliisifiCation'decision (such as police intelligence or experiende) are
briefly exarened. Finally, the authorstdiscuss how operational-cate-'
gories employed by police cannot §lways be assumed to have a standard
meaning which will correspond to the laymen's or criminologist's
conception of the categories.
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d- M. Reber ontilla, Correttions in the Commun-
CceSsModels in Correctional Reform. Reston, Virginia,'

_eston Publishing Company, 1977.: .11- p.-- .'-(NCJ 42183)

This article describes the role -of police in nonpunitive:community
correctidns efforts and presents several examples of sqfcessful
corrective'progrens by Police *Pennants. Exanplel, both of police
departments which provide direCt,treatment ,pond counseling sermice
to offenders and those wiiilltre'Yer offenders to existing cominunity
services in lieu of either arrest' or adjudication, are provided.

('7

106. DAUDISTEL, H. C. and W. B. S ERS. Police biso- ApplicatfOn.of
the Law. In'Daudistel, H. C. and W. B. Sanderk,'Edst Crimin41

rice Process A Header. New York,'.Prieger-Publishers
2 p. ';',(N0.1403Y

Field research in a county sheri 'office' -aid to indicate that
police decisionmaking is not fully described by sociologists using
formal or informal normative systems tO explain patterns of criminal
arrest. It is suggestedthat analyses of discretion in the Criminal
justice system should be at least.partly.based on investigation
into the methods that criminal justice personnel use toaccompli h
reasonableL,and rational use of the law. Such study necessarily
involves examination of how eemh'ers'i4pfti6,A endountered
scenes ana-how they' label ac&nts of scenes reported by otherg. It

is said that the exercise of IliScretiod:does not Aecessarily
that-officials purposely,discrimitate'between, those individual6 who
should be officially proCessed in irarious. ways- and those who-should
not. ,.The assutption that co-ding: of various events is.done via er-

'plicit and "objective", sets of law6 and rules that preScribe tha
necessary and sufficient criteria fomproper coding is said to
gloss over many of the interpretive practices that are essential
to the accomplishment of the coding. Not only are interpretive
practices essential, but the very assumption.that one's coding has
been done ,according to the rules" is dependent- on "ad hoc" consid-_

erations.

107. FINCKENHAUER, J. 0. Some Factors in Police Discretion and Decision-
making. Journal of Criminal Justice, v. 4, n. 1: 29-46. Spring 1976.

(NCJ 35493)

This report concerns a study which explored how police officers react
to ambiguous situations and what factors in individual discretionary
Situations and crisicacteristics of individual police officers influ-
ence decisionmaking. The 209 subjects tested were all police recruits
undergoing basic training at one of the police training academies in
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d"`a flail range -11 f- gay- educational,

ckgrounds Recruits were asked to read'each of
Mt-deatriptions and then indicate for each case their

_SagrAement with the:police response described and what
responee would have been.: The illustrative situations dealt with
selective enforCement of Ititutes on gambling, drunkenness, ,welfare
fteed, prostitution,. and juvenile offenses. Analysis a study flari
ng* neveared-ttlatAi police #estionse was eery definitely inclined
toward taking actions.othei than invocition.of the formal criminal
process.- The police recruits were also generallynot inclined t-ce,
ignore the situations. The primar* factor which seemed to influence*
the exercise of discretion was ihe-desire on the Part nf the kesP0u-,
dente to maintain a certain public image of the'police-role, based ,.

uporn their judgment of whatthe community's expectations of the
,appropriate police response were. This judgment was most influenced
by the iCcumulation of etperienee or "street wisdom." References are

108. FISK, J. C. Some Dimensions of Police Discretion. In Goldsmith. .

J. and S. S. COldsmith, Eds Police Coma nit -ensions o

an Occupational Subculture. Pacific Pal
Falisadesjuhlishers, 1974. 21 p.

Through an analysis of. the -conditions and factors which may affect
the police decision to arrest or not to arrest, the larger process
of police discretion,is,eximinedl. After providirig a legal defini-
tiereeferrest, theeauthor examines -the arrest ,decision in relation
to such:factors as the.politfcal philosophy"bf a-eatlen, society's
desiefeforsAcial order-, bhe values of- society ingeneral,- And the
policeman'.S perception of his rule. Also discak d isithe

.

that many policv* hold that the arrest is the essence ofo police

work; the effect of hts phitoporlhe- fekt,deoisiOn it

examined. Finally, the Author conch r e Tia40:ana physical
risks that arsssociaeed vttfetfie rest,

'109. GOILDSTElk ce Discrettonliot To invoke the Criminal Process
Low-Vistiot ity Decisions in the AdminietratiOp of Justice. in

Cole, G. F., Ed., Criminal Justice -- Law and Politics. Belmont,

California, Wadsworth Publishing Company, 1972.. 22 p. (NCJ 25798

-Despite the fact that legislatures write criminal laws"as if they
were commends to be enforced by the 'police there is wide latitdde
,for officers to determine how the laws are enforced. The mandate

of full enfurcpment, under circumstances, which compel selective
enforcement, pas placed the municipal polico in an intolerable
position. As a result, nonenforcement programs have developed
undercover, in a hit-or-miss fashion,'"Andwithout regard to impact
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on the overall administration of justice or the basic objectives
the criminal law. Legislatures ought to reconsider what dis-

eretion, if any, the police must or should have itn invoking the
criminal process, and what devices, if any, should be designed to
increase visibility and hence reviewability of these police decisions,
Police decisions not to invoke the criminal process largely determine
the outer limits of law enforcement. ay such decisions , the police
,liefine the ambit of discretion throughout the procesa of other
decisionmakers prosecutor, grand and petit jury, judge, probation
officer, correction authority, and parole and pardon boards. These
polite decisions, unlike their decisions to invoke the 1W,
generally of extremely low visibility and consequently are ldom
the subject of review. Yet -art opportunity for reviete aind appraisal
of -nonenforcement decisions is essential to the funcrionin.g of Che
rule of law in our system of criminal. justice. This article there-
fore attempts t"o determine how the visibility of such police decisions
may be increased and what procedures , should be estabListled to evaluate
them on a continuing basis, in the light of the complex of objectives
of the criminal law and of the paradoxes toward which tile administra-
tion of criminal justice inclines.: The author suggests that a polite
policy appraisal and review board will help to remedy this problem.

EN, D. A. Pofice niti1c . SpLingtield,
1973. 97 p.

Illinois, Charles C. Thomas,
(NG-I 09696)

The des or presents ethcal standards to be use d by police of ficer
in circumstances where 'the iiteral interpretatioh of ata.tutes and laws
is not easily applied. Numerous examples ,of situations commonly era=
countered by officers ate used to illustrate the many facets of police
ethics and their effects on law enforcement, act 111 Cie s. the Accep--

nee of gratuities and the solicitation of money for charitable pur-
poses41;?y' police are .discussed. Suggestions are made for maintaining
a professional approdell to all police matters, including the dandling
of private ,iti4ens who are unethical in the ir gJwn dealings. The,

preservation of departmental discipline with regard to unethical prac-
tices is (ove. re4 for the belie fit of the police trat Also
iftcluded is a c=0-0 of the cUde of thicu adopted by the lot ernatiOrlAi
Association of Chi is of foliee.

AKD , [I. K. Foil.-,. tn,-La,rci With JuvenileOtterider s Doctoral
ta t university of Colorado, Boulder, 1972. 14g p, (NCJ 256 ©.d)

This paper presents t he results of a study undertaken to investigate
the importance of such variances as the officer's personal character-
istics-, the departmental environment, and the officer's ett ittide5 irn
poll e discretionary decisions. A police opinion poll (FO ?) intended
to -vide a measure of personal characteristics, attitudes, and re--



ports of petty theft and malicious mischief cases was developed. The
POP was adMinistered to a Oka' of 247 pOlice officers located in 7.
police departments in 2 Western States. A structural effects meth-
odology was used to analY0e the data. A multiple regression analysis
wail then performed to see how well petty theft disposition could be
predicted from the measures related to _the offender, offence, and
characteristics and attitudes of the officer. Severity of petty theft
dispositions was predicted from the offender's age, victims, prefer-
ence, officer's knowledge about offenders, officer's educational
level, sex of offender, and officer's age. The author notes that the
officer appears to base his decisions primarily on the offender's
characteristics and victim preference, and only secondly are disp
sitions related to characteristics of the officer.

11Z. KIAPPiUTS, N. Diversion From the Justice System. Crime and belie
Literature, v. 6, ri..* 108-131. March 1974.

This article discusses the concept of diversion, the pros
accused persons are channeled away from traditional pros
rehabilitation and treatment programs. An attempt is
diversion and the limits on its application. The author saps
pretrial diversion into three distinct categories commun-,,

tion, police diversion, and court-based diversion. In order'
Lyze these three concepts, numerous examples of each areldis
including youth services system, police family crisis interp
programs, police alcoholic diversion, and court-level cothOtt
employment programs. The article concludes that the defitritlo
pretrial diversion remains nebulous, partially due to the'Wide range
of programs that are included in the concept. Amongthe unanswered '+:
questions are whu should he diverted, That administrative and fiscal
Arraa-wments shoui d be made, what rights are reserved by the diverte.

on, and ,nether Aiversion is effective.

K M. W. ., tc,-1,11 ISM - A Study of Police !pis-
eveni,e oftenders S.:cial Problems, v. 22, n. 29-303.

'r-ember PR7' (N CJ 25374)

A uven _ gates were compared for nine poll&
departme,ts showing sigh. _rates jf juvenile diversiot and nine depart-
ments which had low diversion rates to determine tare effects on
labeling. It was found that police departments with high rates of
ju4nile diversion did tot yield different r%cidivism,rates than those
with.low diversion rates unless comparisons were-madebetween first
offenders and multiple offenders. -Then, the two sets of departments
differed substantially; high diversion departments had lower subse-
quent recidivism rates for first offenders than for multiple offen-
ders, while low diversion departments did not exhibit such differences.



is stated that the mergence of differences in Multiple, but not
imple, recidivism and among high diversione) but not atOttg;"110,,01-

version, departMeets tentatively supports both libeling theory And a
deterrence Approach in.interaction withAepartmental And offender var-
iables, There is also a suggestion, the author states, that the ef-
fects of delinquent stigmatization a= = cumulative with each arres
supporting Lemert's secondary device conception, at least among
first offenders ift high divert' on dl artinents.

Y,

114. LaFAVE, W. R. Arrest -7 The_Decision To rral t Into Custody. Bos-
ton, Little Brown, 1965. 540 p. (h1cJ 05286)

This book discusses police polic'ies and practiced which relate to the
arrest decision of persons suspected of criminal behavior. Discussion
leads to definition in answering such questions as who makes the deci-
sign to arrest; how it is made; how it is controlled in order to
assure consistency and fairness; and why the police at times act
other than in strict conformity witty existing lays,,eithetty failing
to enforce cer-_ain ',aws or by using extralegal means to impose sanctions
on violfors. Arh st is a distinct operational step, distinguished
from delectiot on the one side and prosecution on the'other. Each
issue which relates to the arrest decision is examined, from police
discretion to evidence requirements for arrest, the need for custody
as- an arrest criterion, and the use of arrest to achieve objectives
other than prosairtion and conviction.

115. UIDZ, c W. Cup-Ad _ 6au_ -- A Model Pollee-Suspect Interaction.,
Jour al of S,ience and Admini ration, v. 2, n. 1: 2-10.
March 1974. (NCJ 14139)

Police have (wo dit .,ut concepts of their job a professional ideal:
emphasizing their role as guardians of tle social order, and an inter-
personal ace of pursuit played with suspects, emphasizing concepts
of fairness. So,iologtsis AsOved And analyzed the behavior of vice
squad persolia-1 assigned to control prostitution, gambling, And her-
oin traffic in a city of 20D,0(0 between 1968 and 1973. The study
found that, although the detectives believed strongly in the profes-
sional police ideology,. their day-to-day work involved them in cony-
petitive ganes with suspects which transcended legal restrictions cin
police-suspect interaction. The central value obserNed by both police
and suspects in such relationships was the idea -that some things were
"fair" to do and others were not. Episodes are recounted to show how
this understanding has an important effect on how police work is done.
The study concludes that "police behavior" is not a proper concept of
these kinds of police-suspect relationships, since they lessen tenstans
and stfengthen patterns of peaceful relations between the two sides.



RIMER, R. St. Louis Diagnostic and Detoxification Center -- An EIperiment
in Non-Criminal Processing of Public Intoxicants. Washingtoniiniver-
city Law quarterly. Winter 1970. (NCJ 02472)

This article concerns detoxific4tion cent riments in keeping
male intoxicants for a week of treatment in St. Louis instead of going
to jail. Detoxifitation provides rehabilitation objectives through
therapy and referrals in aftercare agencies. Police select skid row
intoxicants to go to the detoxification center on a random basis,
making measurement of the impact of this new program difficult. In-

toxicants are better off physically because of nourishment and medical
treatment provided at the center. Some police do not send intoxicants
to the center because they feel that it is a waste of time or that the
facilities and treatment are inadecipate.

117. PEARSON, M. A. Factors_Un_dermi

Doctoral Dissertation, Flor
merit to the Rule of Law.

University, Tallahassee, 1974.
(NC.1 18965)

This study explored factors which could undermd
commitment to the rule of law, by.weighipgt.aie
as a dependent variable, against four,94her fac_
study represents an extension of Skolniek's
major problem facing the police is their res
order maintenance under a ruV7,of law4,."111

=

tested were the officer' backgrOLnddihiracteristic
the effects of the''polfce culture an_ socializatio_
tame Of threat- in his occupational.environment.. The

on data collected from questionnaires administered to
Columbus (Georgia) Police Force. Little supTort was 'found for the ar-

gument that traditional recruitmt-!rW practices and subsequent relative
homogenitv of social class, backgrOunds, and attitude6 strongly influence
the officer's perception of his role. The strongest support was found
for threat as an independent variable, a_ factor which the author sees
as having large Inolications for future research in police deviance.
The `backgound literature,-` study hypotheses, research Oesigrr, conch -
sioE.s, and implications arc fully detailed.

a police officer's
cer's commitment,
of, behavior. The

that vhe
nd

e tables

t'personality,
the impor-

study was based
members of the

o 1 -ort Offenses. Doctoral Disserta-

vecsity of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, 1972. 545
(tio 12680)

study te-Wterns polt0e discr_ in-r actions when; eseandiwto
citizen ca for asstsarice or reports of crime. The data were col-
,
leered by researchers riding with police officers and recording police
reactions and responses to varying situations. The author considers



police decisions in instances of traffic offenses, sex offenses, as-
saults, and various other crimes. He. analyzes his findings and offers
contluSions concerning-the officers' decisions to report offenses,
what offenses to report, and the factors policemen consider in making
the-se decisions. The author's data form used by researchers observing
the police, statistical results of the study, 174 tables, and a bibli-
ography are included.

119. PETERSEN, M. Informal'Norms and Police Practice -- The Traffic Ticket
Quota System. In Goldsmith, J. and S. S. Goldsmith, Eds., Police Com-
munity Dimensions of an Occu ationa Subcultu .Pacific Palisades,
California, Pacific Publishers, 1974. 9 p. 0 (NOJ 29354)

12'0.

1L1. RE

This article examines the uniformed traffic dfiaiorn of an unnamed
police department to determine the adherence to group norms and the
effect of such norms on work behavior. The decision to issue a cita-
tion for a traffic violation, it was .found, frequently is based upon
factors at variance with the official purposes of the police organi-
zation. An explanation of this 'phenomenon indicates the existence of
an informal quota system among the-men which limits the production or
output of citations by individual officers.

Univers
Police 17iscre eti end the I cdsi i,to -Arrest.
y of Kentucky, ')tingf0,,,1968%368-

.tudy examines the
formed policeman's deci,
behavior of two specialize
and trafti oflicers -- in
of intervie-s !rand peLso4l1 obsdi'+V4t
role of the oilifoimerd policeman

influences whtW4f
It exa

tne4 police group
iolic4 dOp
01. author

variety of influences that enter into his decisi4
oake an arrest. The author notes that the policeman,

ssertation,
(NC.J 07255)

he

titudes and
atrol officers

Tit% On the basis
ep.fAgates the
ratifies the

riake or not to
in many 'circum-

stanes mikes emphasize nonlegal as----dopposed to legal

eon.trols, The study ultimately attempts to determine' the influence
of uniformed 0i,ticei,' adherence to group norms and the effectiveness
of ,group norms n his discretionary decisions.

A 1. r-1
===

siLy rress, 1971. P

VuLlic New Haver,, Connecticut, Yale Univer-
(NCJ 10730)

book presents a tud r police= citizen interaction in the United
States directed toward an "uderstaading and existence of a more "civil"
society= Research is derived from the observations of 36-persons who
rode with the police in select cities for 8-hourtours of duty. Data
are included o arrest, police routine, conduct, and discretion. Sit=



uations are investigated in which policemen break laws aiid how Such

actions relate to the subculture of at individual neighborhood cir beat.

The author presents his view that the morality of the public and the
morality of the police are intimately related, And that one cannot be

expected to improve unless the other does.

122.= RUBENSTEIN, atyj)1.1ci. New York, Farr
479 p.

C,VE

and Giroux, 1973.
(NCI 10319)

This book covers day-to-day district operations hin the Philadel-
phia Police Department based on two years' observance of regular and
special patrol units in action. "The policeman is a solitary worker.
The nature of his'trade requires that he spend a good part of his work

day.alone -- the nature of his obligation isolates him from most other

people=" The focus of the book is on the patrolman's working life,
his conception of the41ace he poliet#4,114e sense _of territory, the
etent of his knowledge about the people 1e polities, his techniques
foe surveillance of his%area, his use of the tools of his trade to
control people, and his manipulation of the communications system to
obtain vital information while keeping secret from colleatgles and su-
periors what he i9 actually doing- The author 'carefully explains
the delicate relationships which exist between the patrolmen, his
coworkers, and his sergeant and analyzes the incidents of illegality
and brutality khiich occur iri routine police activity. The role of

the policeman in the uiern y is presented throughout.

1Z) SIM, A h MONDS. i74YLIIILLIC Referrals From Police.

Britisn Jo.,rnai or Psychiatry, v. 121: 171-178. August 1979.
(NCJ 31A10)

I,rs aril, ot ...cutely disturbed persons entered

inCo psythia.ric ,are ueou refer.ai by iolice in Birmingham, England.

rbe annual rate ,t poitCe referral was.., examined from 1962-1973 inclu-
sive. rte sample ,t ceferdib for one 1ZTmotth period was studied to
survey social characteristics of individual patients, the rela-

tiooships between police intervention and areas of the city, the
nature of'the situation requiring Intervention, and the management
and creatment which thesehpatients required. The referrals were
traced from eontact with khe mgptal welfare officer to the h.ospital,
where the case notes of those idmitted were studied for legal status
and mental state on admission, diagnosis, length of stays and dis-
position.- The effectiveness of this method of enteriripeatment is
assumed, n.i recommendations are Made to improve both referral prac-
tices and treatment.



124. iC0INICK, J. H. Sket f the ceman's "Working Personality." In Cole,

F., Ed., Criminal Justice Lorand Politics. Belmont, California,

Wadsworth Publishing Company,' 1972. 20 p. (NCJ 29799)

The poli man cognitive perceptions of the world are influenced by
o im2ortant v ri.41 77Jdanger and authority -- which differentiate
and his perct,ofionSjrom society and its "normal" way of working
fgs. The :,.,Ithor explains how the hypothesis emphasizing the

genera fzability the policeman's "working personality" is compat-

ible wi h the ide that police divislon of labor is an important ana-
lytic di7lension fr understanding operational law enforcemek. The

process by ,J)ich its "personality" is developed may be summarized as
follows: the puticeman's role contains principal variables -- danger
and authority -- which should be interpreted in the light of a constant
pressure to appear efficient. The element of danger seems to make
the policeman especially attentive to signs indicating a potential
for violence and lawbreaking. As a result, the policeman is gener-
ally a "suspicious" person. Furthermore, the character of the Po-
liceman's work makes him less desirable as a friend, since norms of
friendship implicate others in his work. Accordingly, the element
of danger isolates the policeman socially from that segment of the
citizenry which he regards as symbolically dangerouS and also from
the conventional citizenry with whom he identifies. The element of
authority reinforces the element of danger in isolating the police-
man. Typically, the policeman is required to enforce laws represent-
ing puritanical morality, such as those prohibiting drunkenness, and
also laws regulating the flow of public activity, such as traffic
laws. In these situations the policeman directs the citize y

hisresponse denies recognition of his ,authority and stresses
obligation to respond to danger. The kind of man who responds veil
to danger, however, does not normally subscribe to codes of puritanical
morality. As a result, the policeman is unusually liable to the
charge of hypoc, it r, Iliat the whole civilian world is an audience
tor the p,licemau to,Lher promotes police isolation and, in conse-
quence, soltdaritv Finally, danger undermines the judicious use

of authority_ Wher, danger 10 relatively less, the judicious applica-

tion ( Athotity I, =d.

75. ctrl IN:=71'ir..L,L., W

Stead, ids
1973. 14 p,

Alder
De,erve. London, England, Wo

art

Publishi

(NCJ

This article is a subjective examination of the trials, duties, and
tribulations asso,iated with the office of chief constable, written
by a chief constable. The duties of a chief constable are the pres-
ervation of public tranquility, protection of life and property, pre-
vention of offenen and prusec:ntinn of offenders. The author dis-
cusses the issues of flow to judge the success of a constabulary, the
selective enforcement uf the laws, the need to account to the public

d



for the tax monies it invests, and the need to temper the use of
force with wisdom.

126. U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE. Police Work with Chile

dren -0- Perspectives and Principles. By R. A. Myren and L. D. Swanson.
Washington, 1966. 106 p. Publication no. CB-PUB 399-1962

(NCJ 00889)

This paper takes a problematic approach to the overall operations. of
police in dealings with juveniles. A number of issues and problems
which will have to be faced and resolved by the police and possibly
ultimately by the courts are discussed. Also discussed and-recome
mended are principles and practices which are considered desirable on
the basis of the existinglaw, 'public policy, and present knowledge
of human beha4ior. Issues included are the juvenile specialist unit,
police discretion and investigation, procedures in abuse and neglect,
runaways, and other such juvenile status offenses.

N.,,teaal Lai eetith. Routine Police Arrest
Fra,t___ A Co-monwealth pc, spective. By R. J. Lundman. Rockville,

Maryland. it P. MICROFICHE (NC_i 14377)

the putpob, .r this study was to determine the extent to which routine
arreA practices sugge:e pollee. abuse of the societally dele-

gated privilege to exer,ise nonnegotiable coercive force. Public

drunkenness encounters occurring in a large Midwestern city during a
15 month pe,lod were analyzed by a group of observers tr ined in the
use of all interactioe Lode. These seven observers travel d with po-

lice on a random time sampl, basis. It was found that -nificantly

high,er lakes of ..tres, were associated with offense c p cuousness,
offender pow,rlessness, and offender disrespect. It as concluded

that police do abuse this societally delegated priv e The impli-

etiens of this conciesioe for the commonwealth conception of the )po-

ii,e al, d1C06,,I a,,I Lii,s need fur additional research is suggested.
A liar or tefet,tco

128. peeem. T u, i. ,

caper At

Angeles UCLA Institute

w tit Administration. Discussion

of Polie Discretion. By J. G. Fisk. Losc
Government and Public Affairs, 1973. 31 p.

(NCJ 35803)

Thin .1isees ili paper examines the nature and dimensions of the issue
of police discretion through an analysis of the factors related to on
aspect of police di=tretiita the decision to arrest or not to arrest.
Among the specifies Issues investigated areithe relationship of arrest
to the political system, the relationship 6f the arrest decision to



social order, the values associated with police discretion, the func-
tion of arrest in the polAe role, and the meaning of arrest for the
individual officer.

129. . Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. Police and the
county - Dynamics of ?teir Relationship in_ a Changing Society, Vol. 2.
By J. D. Lohman and C. E. Misner. Berkeley, California, University of
California, 1966. 316 p. (NW 00622)

Philadelphia police conflict with racial and ethnic groups, the ado-
lescent community, and the courts is described. The attitudes of the
police and various elements of the public toward each other's services;
what the police cart perform to improve police-community relations;
special institutions which can be created by the police concerning
police-community relations; police personnel policies; law enforcement
methods relating to police-nommunity relations; the amount and kind of
police brutality, indignities, and other misconduct and methods for
controlling it in the future; and the contribution and responsibility
of community groups for better police-community relations are covered.

notnement AdmIniorcation National institute
t 1. b LJor,emeoL and C.1minal Jostipp.' Alternatives to Prosecution 7-

A Surve 01 the Practise of Diver rr Bra 3. By R. Nimmer.
go, American Bar Foundation, 197 (NCI 139e8)

This report is an intensive analysis of disposition patterns and ra-
tionales in two moderate-sized urban areas, exploring areas in which
diversion commonly occurs and how crimes are handled in the absence of
formal diversion programs. Diversion programs are described in the
three most comment case areas: personal and monetary disputes; deviant
benavior deemed related to an illness, such as narcotic addiction and
alcoholism; and cases involviug defendants with limited or no pre-
vious record, uiscretionary decisions of police, prosecutor, and
judge, skogethen with those of victim, defendant, and diversion program
staff, we e rouud inli,ortant in the case dispositions. It was concluded
that diversion programs are dealing with relatively few cases and that
no reliable existing data confirms that diversion has more effective
beneficial effects than traditional processing. It is considered that
while diversion isAl§ignificant addition to dispositional alterna-
tives, it will ben4Itended routinely to include serious offenders.
Data was gathered tffrough the use of questionnaires, site visits,
local consultants, and an advisory committee.

/4



131. Enforcement Assistance Administration. National Institute
of Law. Enforcement and. Criminal Just ice. Deterrent Effects of Case
Disoition Decisions on S_.ecific Felon Crimes -s Final Report. By

S. Kobr _ anebN. Bergman. Los Angeles, University of Southern C01-
4ornia Law Center, 1976. 78 p. MICROFICHE (NC! 40008)

This is the final report on a study of the deterrent effectiveness of
the sanction resources employed by California criminal justice agen-
cies to control felonies for each of eight felony crimes, as defined
in California's criminal code. Grime report and agency'transaction
data were gathered for the years 1969-1971 from the holdings of the
California Bureau of Criminal Statistics. Crimes under study were
homicide, nonvehicular manslaughter, robbery, assault, burglary, grand
theft, auto theft, and rape. The deterrent effe4 Auctions Was
measured by estimating the magnitude and direction; relationship
between the level of sanction exercised at each of four stages of the
justice process, and the crime rate for each of the eight crimes se-
lected for study. The four stages examined were arrest, pretrial,
conviction, and sentencing. The findings revealed that sanction
scores were highest for homicide and rawest for auto theft; that the
widest range occurs at the police stage;.and that the deterrent effect
of justice sanctions are greater in metropolitan than in r ral coun-
ties. Data tables are provided to facilitate analysis of esults,

and appendixes contain classifications of crimes studie and addi-
tional tables of data collected and compared in the study.

13') AssisLan,c Administration. National Institute
of Law Enforcement and (_a-iminal Justice.: Police Policy Making _4° The
Structuringof Discretion in the Use ofCriminal Investigve pro-
cednres Appendixes.' Boston, Boston University, 1976. 415 p.

(NCJ 4207

This ttt- dixeS to NC-I 42075. They cover processing
materials, tinat guidelines, legal commentary to-the guidelipeS, sup-
porting sC4iiitory propos,lis, and evaluation methodology.

Law , Ad. .inistration. Nat I Inst

of Lad L,,,roL and - Justice. Politics, Administration
and Police Discretion The Exercise of Discretion by Patrolmen in
Three Urban Communities. By M. K. Brown. Washington, 1976. 862 p.

MICROFICHE (NCJ 3406)

This he odv aoalvzes the exercise of discretion and the criteria
used by patrolmen by examining the way they interpret their task and
how they cope with organization and legal constraints on-their 46s-
cretion. The research strategy involved comparing a high-crime division
of a large, urban police department (Los Angeles Police Department) with

ute

75



a high-crime small department (Ina d, California) and a low-crime
division of the large depaftment Gait .4:law-Crime Small department
(Redondo Beach, California). Data?r the study weye:collected by'part
pant observation and a survey of 200 patrolmen and 65,tanagement per-
sonnet in the 3 depaatments. The orienting hypothesis was that the
exercise of discretion by patrolmen is tempered by the incentives and
pressures of the police bureaucracy and the values of,the police cul
ture.- The study found significant differences in the way patrolmen
exercise their discretion between the three departments and between
individual patrolmen within the departments. Patrolmen in the large
department were more likely to enforce the law or take other formal
actions in a wide variety of situations than patrolmen in the small
departments. In addition, patrolmen were found to have considerable
autonomy in deciding how to go about using their powers of discretion;
to be motivated by the ideal of the inner-directed, aggressive police
man; and to define their task in term of the goal of crime-fighting.
A typology of four distinctive operational styles, based on the di-
mensions of'eggressiveness and selectivity, were identified the
olcb-style crime-fighter, the cleanrbeac crime-fighter, the professional,
and the service styles. The analysis showed that these styles determine
how an officer will use his disCretion in some situations and that they
develop independent of the police department -- that is, police de-
partments do not produce distinctive styles of police work. Police
professionalism and three models 'of reform, all geared to gaining
greater political control over police discretion -- the policymaking,
professional, and community control/decentralization models -- are
evaluated in light of theSe conclusions. A 29-page bibliography is
included. A discussion of study and data Analysts methods and a
copy of the survey instrument are appended to this University -of
California dissertation_

134, U. S. ur.rA kir is i4 oRTA1'1ON. Nationaj Highway Traffic Safety
Administration. Factors jnfluencin- Alc01121§Alayon Project
Police Officer's DWI (Driving While IntoxieaterlY Arrests 7--Final
Report. Springfield, Virginia, National reOnical Information
Service, 1974, 142 p. MICROFICHE (Nc.i 1396))

..;p it of a study whose purpose is to,
impr,,ve the potential fo, identification of drivers' who drive-while
intoxicated, It summarizes the results of a study to determine the
factors influcncing ASAP (Alcoholic Safety Action Program) police of -'
ficers' DWI arrests and the formulation of approaches to 'minimize the
influence of those factors which might terrd to constrain the arrest
of persons .411.o appear to be driving under the influence of alcohol and
augment those factors which might support a decision to arrest. The
study was carried out during a series of 16 visits to selected ASAP
sites. During the visits, officers and supeDvisors were interviewed
in depth while performing their duties to determine what factors,,
impacted on their DWI arrest decisions. Verification interviews were
held with local court personnel, police administration, ASAP staff, and

7b $



velo input paratre programs to improv officer

Thia survey-Was fro d by the development recom-

h'`._ addressed the f-- identified during Ai__ visits.

)

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration. Factors In-

flmielIgArrests for Alcohol -Re e- Traffic Viola

By F. Bates, Jr. Springfield, Virginia, national Tech-
nical Information Service, 1974. 259 p. Publication No. DOT-14-801

230. MICROFICHE (NW 15558)

Recommended actions for diminishing factors influencing poor enforce- '

meet include development of precise enforcement policies ,and procedures
staff training, legislative revisions,' and effective ceur action.

Data was obtained from a survey of 11 law enforcement agencies through-
out the Nation. Data included factual descriptions of recent alcohol
inveetigationi, attitudinal measurements, and information from 207
police patrolmen and 85 police supervisors: Additional data were ob-

rainedehrough intery osecuting attorneys, judges, and other

civil officals.- Some factor influencing arrest rates were found to be
ape offiw's age andse,cperience, personal use of alcohol, level of
knowledge and training, specialization in duy assignment, and per-
ception of the importance of alcohol-related violations. Other factors

were the officer's attitude toward suspects, per%ptions of the
penalties, suspect's dOgree of intoxication, weather conditions,
suspect's attitude, accident involvement, court disposition of alcohol-
related cases, and departmental pq icy of enforcement ands- recessing

procedures.

hMILTA
Reletionsktp. A _ g

Emilio G.. and Jeffery

Massachusetts, Heath

upational Image, Role
er enC_ci Police. in V4ano,

Police in Society. Lexington
1075. 37 p. (N C,1 29469)

Di6cket.e_al 1 s necessary and proper function

of pglice, so that officers cay be effectively traileed and super-
yised in this ---ereeKelse. A study was conducted, of erns -4 and elm

perienced officers n an unnamed metropolitan police force. Respondents

were asked question concerning the role of discretion and autonomy in
their own values and in their jobs. .It was expected that experienc
officers woul0 have titter reconciled the role of discretion with t e
authoritariartnatnr- of police work. This was not found to be true.
Both groups manifest s- desire Lot autonomy which they do not find present

in police wotic. It is eaggest_d that this conflict results in role
strain and contust011
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This paper describes an empirical study of the police fun ion and its
implementation in the urban Negro community. The racially mixed
Western Polite District of the City of Baltimore is described as it
appears ta7the police. Police roles, functions, activities, and be-
havior patterns are described as they are manifested in the community.
Important questions concerning the 'assumptions underlying existing
beliefs and practices in polide departments, Negro communities, and
governmental and private funding saincies currently investing large
musk of money in the war agairyt crime are raised. Areas which warrant
review in the,light of the researchTesults presented are the rule and
function of the police in the community, the functional allocation of
police resources, the effectiveness of uniformed police in preventing
crime, police trainf4g and police-community relations programs, the
polfdp practice of screening citizen requests for polide services which
exists in some communities, the relationshipbetween police attitudes
and police behaviors and the effectiveness:cif'a police cOntr011ed civiliar
complaint process in modifying police behavior.

,n s, .L1 a( the Juvenile Police138. WILBANKS, W. L. I

Level. -1 Dissertation, State University of New York, 1975.
244 p. MICROFICHE (NCJ 32306)

The sfu. y IISPattiy a- cities in the decision by police
officers in jve,ile units as to whether juveniles contacted by the
police would be inserted 1t0 or diverted from the juvenile court.
Decision data were gathered from 14 cities Involving a total of 111
deeisionnakers. The methodology employed involved the presentation
to subjects of a standard set of simulated cases to determine the
type of decisions that were made by the subjects. The analysis in
volved attempts to discover the determinants of the types of de
cisions, both across all subjects and among departments. Analysis
indicated that dispositions varied markedly by department and that
40 percent of the variance in insertion decisions across subjects
and 50 percent of the variance in referral decisions across sub
jects could be accounted for by departmental identification. How
ever, the disparity in decisions'among departments could not be
accounted for by differing petceptionstof subjects regarding de
partmental policy. The data also failed to indicate that the dis
parity in decisions within departments could be reduced by the
degree of policy perceived or by the extent of agreement on policy
by subjects with-in departments. Finally, the data indicate that the.
personal beliefs of officers who perceived little departmental policy
were not more Rredictive of case decisions than personal beliefs of
officers percei4ing relatively more policy or structure.
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APPENDIX A-PUBLISHMWANDARpS

National Advisory Commission on
Standard 1.3 Police Discretion

Every police agency should acknow
ence of the broad range of administratrve and
timel discretion that is exkrcised agetn-

cies and individual officers. That acknow edgment
should take the form of comprehensive policy state
ments that publicly establish the limits of discretion,
that provide guidelines for its exercise within those
limits, and that eliminate discriminatory enforce-
ment of the law.

I. Every policy chief executive should have the
authority to establish his agency's fundamental ob-
jectives and priorities and to implement thorn
through discretionary allocation, and control of
agency resources_ In the exercise of his authority,
every chief executive:

a. Should seek l We, that grav. 1.o,
the authority to exercise his discretion in alLeat,
ing polic,resources and in establishing his agency 's
fundamental objectives and priorities:

b. Should rey PCS% all CIL iNthip ., aniydt
statutes, determine the ability of the agtocy to en-
force these statutes effectively, and advise the legis-
lature of the statutes' praciicalit from i color-ce-
ment standpoint; and

c. Should ads ts4 1t,. IcF,t-aatut
ticality of each protrused statai. Irian an
enforcement soandpclni, and the impact of such
proposed statutes on the ability of the agency to
maintain the existing level of police services_

2. Every police chief c%ccoti %e should establish
policy that guides the exercise of discretion by police

personnel in using arrest alternatives_ This policy:

a. Should establish the limits of discretion
by specifically identifying, insofar as possible, situ-
ations calling for the use of alternatives to con-
tinued physical custody

For corapit =. 'DILA lograpili

US t an. aras .an

b. $ablish criteriia for the ,Selec-
don of appropriate enforcement idternatives;

c. Should require enforcement action to
hevtikep in Mt situations where all elements of a.
crime are,. present and all policy criteria are
saf&fiiiith

d..Should be jurisdictianwide in both
scope and application; and_

e. Specifically should exclude offender lack
of cooperation, or disrespect toward police per
sonnet, as a- factor in arrest determination unless
such conduct constitutes a separate crbne.
3. Every police chief executive should establislits

,alicy that limits the exercise of 'discretion by police
personnel in conducting investigations, and that pro-
vides guidelines for the exercise of discretion within
those limits. This

a. Should be based on codified laws, judi-
cial decisions, public 'policy, and polic.e- experience
in investigating criminal conduct;

b. Should identify situations where there
can no investigative discretion; and

e, Should establish guidelines for situa-
tions requiring the 'exercise of investigative
discretion.
4. Every policy chief executive should establish

11,1 i that governs the exercise of discretion by police
personnel in providing routine peacekeeping and
other police services ;hal, because of their frequent
recurrence, lend themselves to the development of a
uniform agency response-.

5 Every police chief executive should formalize
ocedures for developing and implementing the

foregoing written agency0licy.
6. Every police chief executive immediately

should adopt inspection and control procedures to
insure that officers exercise their discretion in a
manner consistent with agency' policy.

eL4k4y NO. 3o.
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Amerpili Ba5. Association TOojgct.on Standafdsfor
Relating rec The Urban Police Functioi*

4

711`e'ri7IV. Law.EnforteMent Policymaking

-

'4.1 EZIOCke of dbcretion by police.
1 Ye naltsre of the respossibilities placed apse the peace

reqiiires that the police exercise a great deal of diatretiona sites-
die that has isag existed, but is not always recognized.

4.2 Need for structure and contral.
Since individual police 'off eels. may make important decisions

electing police.operations wicketst direction, with limited account-
ability, sad willies% any uniformity within a department, police
Awake should structured and controlled.

40,

4.3 Administrative rule- raking.
Police discretion can best be structured and controlled through

the process of administrative rule-making by police agencies. Police
ainhdatrasors should, therefore, give the highest priority to the
formalaticia of administrative rules go/piing the exercise of discre-
tion, perticularly in the item of .selettife enforcement, Investigative
techniques, and enforcement methods,

4.4 Contribution by legislatures and ceilidh
To-stimulate the development of appropriate administrative guid:.

once and' control 'over pollee discretion, legislatures and courts
Should actively encourage police administrative rule-making.

(a) Legislatures can meet this need by delegating administrative
rule-making responsibility to the police by statute.

lb) Courts can stimulate administrative development in several "
wan including the folloWing:

Ill Properly-developed and published. police administrative
policies should be sustained unless demonstrated to be unconstitu-
tional, arbitrary, or otherwise outside the authority of the police;

till To stimulate timely and adequate administrative policy-.
making, a determination by a court of a violation of an adminis-
irtittve policy 4tield not be a basis for esciglillipevidence in a
criminal case unless the violation of administrative police Wool
constitutional dimensions or is otherwise so serious as to call for
the exercise of the superintending authority of the court. A viola-
tion per se should not result in civil liability: and
.661 Where it appears to the court that an individual officer

has acted in violation of administrative policy or that an admin-
istrative policy is unconstitutionaLarbitraey, or otherwise` outside
the authority of the police, the 'court should arrange for the

0

go, --7sit A- I
Criminal Justice *andWras Ake

police admisistraior to be' informed of this fact, is order to fedi.
tale fulliihneat by the police adminbitrotor of Ids rospoodbildy
in such thane:lances to reexamine the relevant polky or policies
and to review methods of fralingtconunanication of policy, ad
supervision and control.

4.3 Method.o.podey-moklag.
In its development okdOcedures to els* fotllbe, .tp_tv

meat, and rernlhate police policy as necessary, each joriallillimo
be conscious of the need to ellectiveb commit a reprisejekr.;,,

cross- of citizens in this process.

,

del Repri-nted with permission. of the American Bar. Assoc 'on For complee
hi.b.hiographic citation,, SCE' entry No. J6.
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